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SUMMARY OF (SOL06T

The Dalradian schists of North-eastern Perthshire range from 
the Blair Atholl Series to the Pitlochry Schist and contain epidiorite 
sills* From the "Flat Belt" to the Ben-y-Gloe Belt their structure 
has been interpreted by Bailey (1925) who suggested that the rocks 
were folded on N.E.-S.W. axes, but that folds belonging to various 
phases of the Caledonian orogeny could be recognised. He also 
invoked sliding to explain strati graphical discordances* In few 
other parts of the Southern Highlands does a solution based on 
stratigraphie mapping present greater difficulties than in north-east 
Perthshire* This thesis shows that certain of these difficulties are 
resolved by the recognition of a complementary fold system on N.W*HS*E. 
axes* Evidence of this trend as well as the different types of folds 
on "Caledonoid" axes is given by the minor structures of the area*

Several episodes of igneous activity followed the folding* The 
earliest was the formation of the Duchray Hill Gneiss from part of 
the Ben lui Schist* This was followed by the intrusion of the Glen 
Shee Diorite and the Carn Mor Granodiorite* Finally the metasediments 
were out by suites of lamprophyre and felsite dykes*



I INTRODUCTION

Location of Area

The area which covers about 55 square miles lies in the eastern 

part of the Grampian mountains and is centred about the Spittal of 

Glenshee (see Fig. l) •

Geologically the limits of the area are marked on the north by 

the southern flank of the Ben-y-gloe - So each Belt of Quartz ite from 

Loch Loch to Loch nan Eun and at the eastern end by the northern 

margin of the Cairnwell Quartz ite. The northern limit of the area 

cuts across several intervening formations to link these two boundaries • 

The eastern march follows the eastern outcrop of Cairnwell Quartz ite. 

From the south-eastern corner of the Cairnwell Quartzite the boundary 

cuts across the Ben Eagach and Ben Lawers Schists to the Glen Shee 

Diorite which it follows till it reaches the northern boundary of the 

Ben Lui Schist. It continues along the latter round the southern margin 

of the area as far as the Glen Fearnach Fault. The south-western limit 

of the area follows the fault for the rest of its length and then cuts 

across the Killieorankie Schist to the southern end of Loch Loch.

Of major interest in the area is the fact that over the greater 

part of it the strike of the rocks trends at right angles to that normal 

in the Dalradians. This feature and the corresponding bulge of the 

Lower Dalradians towards the south-east into the Upper Dalradians of the 

"Flat Belt" are both rare enough in the Highlands to demand more detailed 

investigation than lias hitherto been carried out.
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Physical Features

As the area lies at the eastern end of the Grampian mountains it 

forms part of the less dissected Highland plateau where the only lochs 

are corrie lochs. Much of the high plateau remains as broad level 

moorlands cut into by deep glens and scarred by gigantic corrie cliffs. 

The relief ranges from 3,500 feet to 1,000 feet which is the lowest 

level to which the glens have been eroded.

The area can be divided into three parts according to the directions 

in which the rivers and mountain ranges run. In the north the grain 

follows the N.E.-S.W. trend common to the greater part of the Highlands. 

This part covers G-len Mhor and the Sen-y-gloe - So each range. The grain 

of the eastern region, which comprises Glen Heag and the mountains to 

the east of it, follows a N.N.E .-S .S .W. trend and merges gradually into 

the N.E.-S.W. trend of the northern ground. The eastern and southern 

regions, however, which form most of the area, trend in a direction

H.W.-S.E., which is at right angles to that usual in the Highlands.

These differing trends are of course reflections of the control exerted 

on the local drainage by the strike of the formations which varies in 

a roughly corresponding manner.

The main rivers, the Shee and the Feamach, flow south-east. They 

are probably original consequents on the Highland plateau but have no 

doubt been helped in their development by the trend of the rock 

formations in the south-eastern regions.

The topography of the less dissected plateau is disadvantageous
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geologically since exposures are poorer than in the more rugged 

country found further west. The hills are rounded with grassy slopes 

nnri the glens are floored by glacial deposits. Peat also coders 

large upland tracts. Even the corries are filled by rock debris and 

peat although cliffs often form their heads. Stream sections are 

generally poor but tend to improve towards the west. Exposures are 

generally sufficient to trace groups but not individual layers or 

the pitch of the larger isoclinal folds.

Msthods

The area was mapped on the scale of six inches to one mile on 

the sheets of the Ordnance Survey. Aerial photographs on approximately 

the same scale were used, where possible, for the location of position. 

Particular attention was paid to the minor structures, both fold plunges 

and lineations being measured.

listory of Research

Earlier work in the area has been scanty. Apart from incidental 
allusions by older writers such as Nicol and Macnair the first important 

work was carried out by the Geological Survey at the beginning of this 

century, when the whole district was mapped on the six-inch scale and 

the results published as sheets 55, 56, 64 and 65 of the one-inch map 

of Scotland. All the sheets except Sheet 56 are accompanied by 
explanatory memoirs .

G. larrow was responsible for the mapping of all the present area.



His reading of the succession was accepted by A# Geikie (l89l) and 

differs from that now generally accepted only in his assumption that 

the Blair Atholl Series were the youngest rocks and the Pitlochry 

Schist the oldest, He recognised that the Blair Atholl and Loch Tay 

Limestones were distinct and separate formations instead of being the 

same as had been thought for many years.

As regards structure Harrow believed that the major folding was 

of an open nature but explained tectonic thinning and thickening by 

a process which he called ’’Concertina Folding”, in which each group 

was formed by repeated isoclinal folding of a single thin bed on 

itself like the bellows of a concertina. The process was accomplished 

without the neighbouring groups being affected because of decollement 

along the junctions. He arrived at this conclusion by observation of 

the omnipresent isoclinal minor folding but failed to realise that 

isoclinal folding could also explain the major structures, Nevertheless 

Barrow1 s contribution to Highland geology in general was very great 

and no praise can be too high for his lithologieal mapping except where 

he has been mis led by his reading of the structure •

Cunningham-Craig and Grant Wilson (1905), who were colleagues of 

Barrow on the Survey, believed however that the Perthshire Quartz ite 

was later than and overlay the other groups unconformably, and that 

the Ben Eagach and Blair Atholl Black Schists were one and the same 
formation. They held that all formations were folded openly that 

the unconformity below the quartz ite explained the juxtaposition of 
various formations.



Gregory (1910) realised that the C a m  Mairg and Schichallion 

Quartz ite s were distinct formations though he failed to recognise 

that they were separated by the Killieorankie Schist# Gregory also 

believed that the Ben Eagach Schist was part of the Blair Atholl 

Series and that the latter lay between the two Quartzites.

Bailey (1925 and 1928) furnished two valuable papers on the 

area after a few weeks rapid work. His approach was largely strati- 

graphical but based on the realisation that recumbent isoclinal folding 

on a Caledonoid axis was the main factor in controlling the distribution 

of the formations . Be believed that the folding was accompanied by 

sliding which he had already postulated in the south-west Highlands 

to explain the cutting out and thinning of formations • Both the 

recumbent folds and the slides were later folded more gently on similar 

axes# Bailey also clarified the positions of the various groups, thus 

tidying up Barrow* s mapping. He recognised the Killiecrankie Group 

where it was bounded by slides so that neither quartz ite formation was 

present# He also subdivided the Hair Atholl Series into two groups, 

the Pale which is the younger thus coming against the Schichallion 

Quartz ite and the Dark which is the oldest of the Dalradian rocks#

Since Bailey1 s work little has been done on the Dalradians but 

Williamson (1935) studied the formation of the Duchray Hill Gneiss from 

the Ben Lui Schist and also the intrusion and contract metamorphism 

induced by the ,Glen Shee Diorite. Wiseman (1934) also referred to the 

area in his paper on the epidiorites of the Dalradians#



II. THE DALRADIAN SEDIMENTARY SUCCESSION

Description of the Succession

The Dalradian sedimentary rooks have been divided into seven 

groups named from their dominant lithological components. The 

sequence is best established in eastern and central Perthshire which ' 

provide most of the locality names, but it can be recognised across 

Scotland and some members can be traced in the Dalradians of Ireland. 

Over such a wide area there are inevitable lithological and metamorphic 

variations and in the South-Western Highlands and Banffshire local 

names are frequently used to designate groups equivalent to some of 

those in Perthshire.

The succession is assumed to be a continuous sedimentary one 

because of the wide extent over which it holds, but the rocks have 

undergone such deformation that few, if any, of the contacts can be 

said to be sedimentary. Similarly tectonic thickening and thinning 

have progressed so far that estimates of the thicknesses of various 
groups can have little value.

In the past there has been widespread disagreement on the order 

of the Dalradian succession between the proponents of the "Tay" and 

"anti-Tay" orders. Briefly the Tay order was an ascending one from, 
the Highland Border since at the northern side of the Flat Belt the 

Pitlochry Schist can be seen to dip under the Loch Tay Limestone and 

the latter in turn under the Ben Lui Schist. This also holds for ‘



various more southerly Dalradian groups such as the Leny and Ben 

Ledi Grits •

The believers in the "anti-Tay" order pointed out that the 

Dalradian group which rests on the Moine Flags was the Blair Atholl 

Series and so it is the oldest member with the Perthshire Quartz ite 

following it. The actual junction between the Moines and Dalradians 

is nearly everywhere tectonic although this has often not been 

recognised till recently, e.g. by King at Braemar and Rast at 

Schichallion. The tectonic nature of the Moine - Dalradian boundary, 

however, does not alter the fact that the Dalradians nearly everywhere 

rest on the Moines and that the succession is a sedimentary one which 

has suffered movement during fold in. g so that many points are not in 

contact with their original neighbours.

The contrasting hypotheses reflect the style of tectonics favoured 

by individuals. Those who believed that large scale inversions of 

the Dalradian sequence were impossible, such as Barrow, Geikie, Cunningham- 

Craig and Wilson, thought that the Tay order was correct, following 

the law of superposition. Bailey and his followers had already pro

pounded the existence of large scale recumbent folds to explain the 

structure within the Dalradians so found no difficulty in accepting 
that the rocks of the Flat Belt were inverted.

For a long time there was no simple answer to this controversy 

until the use of current and graded bedding was applied. This demon

strated that the rocks of the Flat Belt form the inverted limb of an 

extensive recumbent fold with steeply packed folding. Bailey also



showed by graded bedding that the Ben Eagach Black Schist is younger 

than the central highland Quartz ite.

In eastern Perthshire the only considerable variant from the 

standard succession of central Perthshire is that the Perthshire 

Quartzite is represented by the Cairnwell Quartzite which has certain 

characteristics which link it to both the Schichallion and Carn Mairg 

Quartzites. The Killieorankie Schist, a quartzose gametiferous mica 

schist, which is the central member of the Quartz ite Series, is lacking 

altogether in the Cairnwell Belt which is at a higher structural level 

than that at which the Quartzite Series is normally seen. The Cairnwell 

Quartz ite in places is separated by less than quarter of a mile across

the strike from the Killieorankie Schist which is the only representative

of the main Perthshire Quartzite outcrop, tlie Schichallion and C a m  

Mairg Quartz ites being cut out by slides. In the Ben-y-gloe Belt to 

the north the Schichallion Quartzite is the only member of the series 

present.

The full succession is*-

7 • Pitlochry S chist
6. Loch Tay Limestone
5. len Lui Garnetiferous Mica Schist
4. len Lawers Calcareous Schist
3. len Eagach Hack Schist

c) C a m  Mairg Quartzite Cairnwell Quart-
2. Perthshire Quartzite Series b) Killieorankie Schist zite in East

a) Schichallion Quartzite
c) Schichallion Boulder led 

Pale Group b) White Limestone -
1. llair Atholl Series a) Banded Group

Dark Group Q  ^ e a t o n ea; Dark Schist
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1. Blair Atholl Series
There are two main outcrops of the Blair Atholl Series in the area.

The first of these is the eastward extension of the main Blair Atholl 

Series outcrop which here outcrops in a narrow belt between the 

Killieorankie Schist and the Ben-y-gloe Quartzite. The southern 

boundary of this outcrop of Blair Atholl Series has been recognised 

as a slide by Bailey since the Killieorankie Schist comes against the 

Dark Group, though the latter is only differentiated in well exposed 

regions. The northern margin on the other hand is a normal stratigraphical 

one with the Schichallion Quartzite bounding the Pale Group.

The second outcrop is enclosed by the Cairnwell Quartzite of the 

Cairnwell Belt and in no place connects with the Hair Atholl Series 

of the main outcrop since the north-eastern end is cut off by the 

Lochnagar Granite. North of the latter relations are obscured by the 

Deeside Granites•
Bailey* s Pale and Dark Groups can be distinguished fairly easily 

in the area but the further subdivision of the sequence, as established 

at Schichallion, is more difficult because of the gradual convergence 

of the differentiating characteristics outwards from the type area.

The Dark Schist is a soft, dark finely crystalline biotite muscovite 

schist in which graphite and iron ores vary greatly in quantity in the 

different bands • It can in places be black due to its graphite content 

and weathers rusty because of its content of pyrites• In the latter 

condition it is indistinguishable from much of the Ben Eagach Black 

Schist. It has a bright lustre on the planes of schistosity which often
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show minute puckering and crumpling, the intersection of various 

lineations and strain slip cleavage. It comes to outcrop only in a 

thin strip along the southern margin of the main outcrop and in a few 

small areas in the Cairnwell Belt.

The Dark Limestone is always coarsely crystalline over the whole 

of the area and is usually of a blueish-grey colour. In places such 

as the Limestone Quarry on the south flank of the Cairnwell it can be 

massive but is \isually thin-bedded containing bands of impure calcareous 

schist which give a ribbed appearance to a weathered face and highlight 

the folding. It forms wide outcrops in the northern part of the Cairnwell 

Belt in the form of lenticles and occupies a thin strip along the southern 

margin of the main outcrop.

The Banded Group is a term, originally applied at Schichallion, that 

does not accurately describe the rocks assigned to it in this area, which 

are grey, rather quartzose and flaggy mica schists but are not sufficiently 

quartzose to give a true banded appearance. It corresponds rather to a 

paler variety of the Dark Schist and in places the two are separated 

more on their associates than on their own characters • It forms the 

central strip of the main outcrop and is spread throughout the Cairnwell 

Belt.

The White Limestone is a group term and covers several varieties of 

limestone, sometimes white saccharoidal marble or cream coloured with 

dark micaceous stripes ("Barrow*s tiger rock") or pale grey and very 

impure and even mere calcareous schist. It forms the northern margin 

of the main outcrop and is the predominant limestone of the southern part
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of the Cairnwell Belt and is the only limestone of its eastern extension.

The Schichallion Boulder led is a massive very slightly calcareous 

quartzose mica schist containing pebbles or boulders of nordmarkite. It 

has been found in this district in one locality only, about a mile south

east of Cairnwell, where it is preserved in a fold at the eastern outcrop 

of the Cairnwell Quartzite. Eere it is only represented by the matrix, 

a distinctive unbedded calcareous quartz mica schist which weathers in 

honeycomb fashion. Pebbles are much less frequent in the eastern outcrop 

of this bed which is generally accepted to be a tillite. larrow records 

a similar outcrop in the Cairnwell Belt to the north of the area.

Perthshire Quartzite

The Perthshire Quartzite of the district occurs in three distinct 

belts - the Tummel, Ben-y-gloe and Cairnwell Belts. Correlation can 

only be made between the three when evidence from other districts is 

taken into account since each belt shows only one of the three possible 

rock types found where the Series is best developed.

The Ben-y-gloe Belt, as would be expected from its proximity to 

the Pale Blair Atholl Group, is represented by the Schichallion Quartzite 

which is a fine grained quartz ite at its type locality but is more pebbly 

farther east. In spite of the lateral variation it is however appreciably 

less coarse than the typical Carn Mairg Quartzite, and Bailey correlates 

it with the Schichallion Quartzite because of its apparent stratigraphical 
contact with the Pale Blair Atholl Group and on its other side with 

■typical Killieorankie Schist on Ben-y-gloe itself. Uo Carn Mairg Quartzite 
is seen in the Ben-y-gloe Belt since that side of the quartzite -which
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comes against the len Eagach Schist is never present.

The Tunnel Belt is represented in eastern Perthshire by the 

Killiecrankie Group which is predominantly a quartzose gametiferous 

mica schist with only a few isolated occurrences of quartzite* Both 

sides are bounded by slides, the Carn Mairg and Schichallion Quartz ites, 

which are both present in the loch Tummel area, being cut out by movement. 

Lenses of quartzite also appear in the group, notably on the eastern 

cliffs of Glas Tulaichean. The outcrops in the Glen Loch Burn are 

predominantly quartzose, and are considered by Bailey to be near the 

margin with the C a m  Mairg Quartzite since a similar outcrop is found 

near the latter when it is present in the Tummel Belt.

The Killiecrankie Group was not recognised when the Geological 

Survey mapped this region so to render comparison possible with Sheets 

55, 56, 64 and 65 it is necessary to explain how it was treated at that 

time. Barrow coloured the rock of the Glen Loch Section as quartzite, 

like the rocks at the head of Glen Fearnach, but he mapped the Glas 

Tulaichean region as undifferentiated schist. He identified the tongue 

running north-east from Glas Tulaichean, in common with the Ben Lawers 

Schist and Blair Atholl Series on either side of the Killiecrankie 

Schist, as Black Schist, but Barrow recognised that part of the outcrop 

as in fact calcareous (Memoir 65, p.28) • He also realised that the 

Killiecrankie Group at Glas Tulaichean differed from other rocks of the 

Highland sequence and called it the Glas Tulaichean Schist but did not 

assign it to any precise stratigraphical position.

The third belt, the Cairnwell Belt, is known only in its type area
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except for some small outcrops on the south side of Glen Shee which 

are assigned to it* It contains rock types similar to those found in 

both the Schichallion and Carn Mairg Quartz ites but is chiefly formed 

of a pebbly quartzite similar in character to that found in the Sen-y- 

gloe Belt which is equated with the Schichallion Quartzite by Bailey*

The term pebbly quartzite as used in Scotland denotes a gritty rook 

rather than one containing pebbles. In it, however, grains of quartz 

and felspar are often more than quarter of an inch across*

At its outcrop the Cairnwell Quartzite lies between the Ben 

Eagach Schist, into which it passes by way of a striped transition 

group classed with the len Eagach Schist, and the Blair Atholl Series 

and so represents the whole of the Perthshire Quartzite Series although

the Killiecrankie Schist of the Tummel Belt is in places only separated

from it by a narrow outcrop of Sen Lawers and Ben Eagach Schists*

The question therefore arises whether the Cairnwell Quartzite is

the equivalent of either one or both of the Schichallion and Carn Mairg

Quartz ites, the other members of the Perthshire Quartzite Series being 

cut out by sliding, or whether it represents the whole sequence in which 

the Killiecrankie Group is missing because of facies variation. Bailey 

(1925) has pointed out that there is no sign of a major discordance within 

the Cairnwell Quartzite although there are zones of shearing, and has 

favoured the view that facies variation is the more likely alternative. 
When the Quartzite series is followed westwards from central Perthshire 

similar changes of facies are found. In Islay for instance the series 

is continuous quartzite whereas in the north of Jura it includes a very
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large proportion of semipelitic flags, and the change can he traced 

coming on gradually in the intervening twenty five miles of the Jura 

exposures. Facies variation would explain the fact that in eastern 

Perthshire one of the belts into which the series is divided consists 

wholly of Killiecrankie Schist while the other two are almost entirely 

composed of quartzite. If sliding was the explanation it might well 

be expected that some remnants of each type would be preserved with 

the other.

3* Ben Eagach Hack Schist

The Ben Eagach Schist of this area can be divided into two zones, 

which however have not been mapped. The part which nomally lies next 

to the Perthshire Quartzite contains much intercalated quartzite so that 

it resembles somewhat the Banded Group of the Blair Atholl Series in 

central Perthshire. This portion is often missing from the outcrops 

but whether it has been cut out tectonically or is only locally developed 

is uncertain. It is present in great force on Ben Gulabin to the north 

of Glen Shee and in a thin strip along the eastern margin of the Cairnwell 

Belt.

The major constituent of the group, however, is a soft dark or 

black finely crystalline biotite muscovite schist weathering i*usty 

because of its content of pyrites • The black colour is due to graphite 

and the rock as a whole is very similar to the Dark Schist of the Hair 

Atholl Group. In the south-western part of the area the schist has 

puckered planes of schistosity and carries numerous little garnets.

Towards the north-east, however, beyond the Spittal of Glen Shee it is
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straight-cleared and relatively garnet-free as metamorphism increases*

4. Ben Lawers Calcareous Schist

This formation can be divided into three zones in the area, hear 

the Ben Eagach Schist it is characterised by conspicuous blades of 

actinolite and also by a brownish limestone, probably occurring in 

several beds. The actinolite is well developed in Glen Thaitneieh 

especially on Creag Lsmhaich, where, however, the limestone is not present, 

but where a band characterised by large impure garnets has been formed 

along the junction with the Ben Eagach Schist. The garnets occur in 

marginal portions of typical rocks of each group so the lateral transfer 

of various constituents must have been aided by movement near the 

boundary. The limestone is common in the south-western part of the 

area, however, in the Glen Feamach region* It is similar in some 

occurrences to the Dark Limestone of the Blair Atholl Series but is 

usually coarser in grain and less well compacted# A small strip not 

previously mapped has been discovered on top of the Killiecrankie Schist 

between Glen Feamach and Glen Loch.
The main part of the Ben Lawers outcrop consists of extremely 

contorted soft mica schist containing numerous quartzitic beds or 

lenticles, usually pitted with small rusty cavities due to the weathering 
out of ferruginous carbonate. Muscovite is the chief mica. The rocks 

contain a band of limestone near Dalhenzean, less pure than those found 

lower in the sequence but quarried in the past probably because of its 

accessibility.
In two crags on either side of Glen Shee the group shows an
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exceptional metamorphic facies probably due to hornfelsing by the 

nearby Glen Shee Diorite. The hornfels extends farther than the 

normal contact metamorphism produced by the diorite so that the 

latter probably extends farther laterally below the surface. The 

rocks appear flinty, finely crystalline and laminated but still con

tain a considerable proportion of carbonate.

The part of the group nearest to the Ben Lui Schist is less 

calcareous but is still sufficiently calcareous to be distinguishable 

from the younger formation.

In Glen Shee Bailey (1925) divided the Ben Lawers Schist into 

two belts separated by a band of Ben Eagach Schist and Cairnwell 

Quartzite which he thought formed the core of a NJE.-S.W. recumbent 

fold in an envelope of the Ben Lawers Schist. This fold, which in 

Bailey’s sections displays an extremely complicated and sinuous course, 

does not in fact exist and the outcrops are much more easily explained 

by a downfold on a N.W.-S.E. axis. In addition the minor structures 

give ample evidence of a fold of this kind (refer to pages 47-48). The 

northern boundary of the Ben Lawers Schist is formed nearly everywhere 

by the Killiecrankie Schist since the Ben Eagach Schist is cut out by 

sliding except on the western side of Glen Fearnach.

Epddiorite sills abound in the group.
5. Ben Lui Garnet if erous Mica Schist

This group is composed of a grey garnetiferous mica schist which 

is often distinctly quartzose and sometimes carries quartzite bands.

From Ben Trackie to Glen Doll it acts as host rock to the Duchray 
Hill Gneiss.
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6. Look Tay Limestone

This formation only enters the area on the south-western side 

of the Glen Feamach Fault and has only been mapped to show the dis

placement of the fault • It usually consists of well-bedded rather 

quartzose, calcareous schist but includes bands of fairly pure blueish- 

grey limestone which are often thick enough to work. In Glen Feamach 

little limestone is present but at Dalrulzion just south of the area 

there are extensive quarries.

Pitlochry Schist

This also occurs only on the south-western side of the Glen 

Feamach Fault and is a quartzose mica schist which is often 

gametiferous •



Ill TIE EPIDIORIIBS

The epidorites are especially abundant in the len Lawers Group 

but also occur in the Killiecrankie Schist and occasionally in the 

Slair Atholl Series and Ben Eagach Schist. A  large outcrop forms 

the boundary between the len Eagach and len Lawers Schists on the 

eastern side of the Cairnwell Belt and can be traced across Glen 

Shee. Another follows the junction between the Sen Lui and len 

Lavers Schists in the south-western part of the area but also cuts 

right across the Ben Lawers outcrop on Me all Uaine. This may be due 

to intrusive linking with another running along the centre of the 

len Lawers outcrop, or alternatively to repeated folding. Other large 

masses occur on the south-western side of Glen Shee and along the 

ridge between it and Glen Feamach. In the head of Glen Fearnach 

the north-eastern slope is cut by a series of sills and a large mass 

at the head of the len Lawers outcrop has been folded with its host 

rocks.
In the Killiecrankie Schist the epidiorite sills are especially 

abundant in those parts which have undergone deformation* they may 

well have been intruded after the recumbent folding but before the 

later open folding. They are well seen south of Loch nan Eun where 

they are thin and follow the schistosity. At the head of Glen Feamach 
they are thicker and are involved in the later folding since they 
follow the schistosity. They are rich in unrotated garnets as are the 

other formations in this region. The two types of epidiorite,differing
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both in size and relation to the structures of their host rock, 

strongly suggest formation during two different periods of intrusion, 

one before the recumbent folding and the other after it but before 

the refolding* Petrographically the two kinds are similar so their 

original igneous natures were probably similar although they may 

have converged in character because of the metamorphism*

In their centres the thicker epidiorites often bear a close 

resemblance to no ratal dolerite but at their margins they grade into 

a hornblende schist. This is because the original igneous material 

has been shredded out during folding - a feature more apparent in 

epidiorites within the Ben Lawers Group than in the Killiecrankie 

Schist* It is especially well displayed on Creag Loiogt© and in the 
lower part of Glen Fearnach* A consequence is that areas larger than 

the original intrusions may have been mapped as epidiorite because of 

their epidiorite content.

The epidiorites are recognised as sills rather than lavas because 

of their tendency to cut across various horizons* Contact phenomena 

are present on both top and bottom of the sheets*

Contact phenomena occur but are obscured by the shredding already

described. They are confined to hornfelsing of the schists for short

distances ranging up to a few feet according to the size of the

intrusion* The effect is to reduce the amount of schistosity produced 

in these zones* The zones are also characterised by biotite and garnet 

crystals larger than those normal in the schists so these may well 

have originated during the thermal metamorphism.
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The epidiorites are essentially plagioclase amphibolites•

In the garnet zone of regional metamorphism, into which the area 

falls, they can be divided into two groups, according to whether or 

not garnet is present as described by Wiseman (1934). These can 

be further subdivided when either biotite or epidote or both 

together are present.
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IT MAJOR STRUCTURES

The basic structure of the area was produced by the Caledonoid 
recumbent folding, 'which caused repetition of several format ions from 
north-west to south-east. The key formation in the structure, the 
Perthshire Quartsite Series, has been particularly affected by repetition, 
so that it outcrops in three belts, the Ben-y-Gloe, Tumzael and Cairnwell 
Belts •

The Tusnnel Belt, which in north-eastern Perthshire consists 
entirely of Killiecrankie Schist, is the lowest structurally, although 
it outcrops between the other two* It rests on the Blair Atholl 
Series to the north-east and forms part of the lower limb of the Ben 
Lui recumbent sync line* The Kil lie crank ie Schist is bounded on both 
sides by slides which cut out the flanking quartz ite members of the Series* 

The Tunnel Belt passes to the Jen-y-Gloe Belt farther north-west 
by an Isoclinal anticline of which the Blair Atholl Series forms the 
core* Across the nose of the anticline the Perthshire Quartz ite Series 
changes in faeies so that the Killiecrankie Sehist is replaced by the 
Ben-y-Grloe Quartz ite* The change, however, cannot be traced since the 
nose of the anticline has been eroded* The Ben-y-G-loe Belt itself forms 
an isoclinal synform with an envelope of Blair Atholl Series; its axial 
plane dips to the south-east*

From the Ben-y-Gloe Belt the Perthshire Quartzite Series passes 
round the nose of the Ben Ini recumbent fold to reappear in the Cairnwell 
Belt which lies on the upper limb of the Ben Lui Syncline. In doing so
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the Series passes above the exposures of the Tummel Belt# In the 
Cairn/re 11 Synform the Blair Atholl Series overlies the Cairnwell Quartz ite* 

The Ben Lui Sync line lies above the Killiecrankie Schist of the 
Tummel Belt* Its core consists of the Ben Lui and the Ben Lowers Schists 
and its envelope of the Ben Eagaeh Schist and older formations* Except 
where the Ben Lowers Sehist outcrops round the Cairnwell Synform, the 
core rocks trend N*W*-S*E. in contrast with the NJS.-S.W. trend produced 
by the Caledonoid folds* The N.W.-S*E. trend has been caused by later 
folds on thi3 axis, which are superimposed on the earlier, Caledonoid 
folds* The H.W.-SJS* folds are chiefly found in the south-western part 
of the area where their axial planes usually dip to the north-east at 
40°* In the south-west the Ben Eagaeh Schist and the Cairnwell Quartz ite 
were brought down by synforms and the Killiecrankie Schist brought up in 
antiforms on the N.W*-S*E. or erossfold axis* In many of the cross folds 
the Ben Eagaeh Schist was eliminated by sliding*

In Glen Feamach the main outcrop of Killiecrankie Schist in the 
Tummel Belt was affected by the oross folding so that it trends E.W*-S«E* 
and forms a synform, of which the Ben Lawers Schist forms the core* The 
axial plane of the Glen Feamach Synform dips to the north-east at 50°« its 
plunge is to the south-east. On the south-western side of Glen Feamach 
the main outcrop of the Ben Eagaeh Schist was preserved in the lower limb 
of the Ben Lui Fold, whereas in other parts of the area it was eliminated 
by the slide on the southern side of the Killiecrankie Schist*

The cross folds are ubiquitous throughout the area on the minor 
scale, but in the north and east they only modify the Caledonoid trend of
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the formations • Later Caledonoid folds are also present throughout the 
area on the minor scale and hare most effect on the major structure in 
the Cairnwell Synform, where isoclinal folds cause repetition of the 
members of the Hair Atholl Series* The axial planes of the later isoclinal 
folds in the Cairnwell Synform dip to the south east at 70° • their plunge 
is to the north-east at low angles* The later Caledonoid folds are 
contemporaneous with, or slightly later than, the cross folds*

Except for the relations between the lelts of the Perthshire 
Quartz ite Series, the generalised section across the area agrees with 
Bailey's sections (1925) across central Perthshire* lailey thinks that 
the Jen-y-Grloe Belt forms an isoclinal antiform and so links it with the 
Tummel Belt by a synform, of which the Blair Atholl Series outcropping 
between the two belts forms the core* The Tummel Belt has then got to 
join the Cairnwell Belt round the apex of the Ben Lui Fold* Pantin's 
work on Ben-y-G-loe, however, suggests that the Ben-y-Gloe Belt is a 
syncline, and the small part of it in the present area also suggests that 
it is a syncline because of the plunge of the isoclinal folds which make 
up the Belt*

The synclinal interpretation of the Ben-y-G-loe Belt also agrees 
with Bast's interpretation at Sehichallion (1957), where the refolding of 
Caledonoid recumbent folds by later cross folds was suggested to explain 
the structure* The position of the Ben Lui Syncline on top of isoclinal 
folds of the Blair Atholl Series and the Perthshire Quartz ite Series is 
not affected by the relations between the various belts of quartz ite*

In north-eastern Perthshire Bailey (1925) suggested that the N.W*-S*E*
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trend of formations in Glen Shee could be explained by a series of Caledonoid 
recumbent folds which were uptilted by pitch* The recognition of the 
H*W*-S *E • fold system, however, provides a simpler alternative, in whioh 
the structure produced by the Caledonoid recumbent folds is similar to 
that of central Perthshire, and that the recumbent folds, the Ben-y-Gloe 
Syncline and the Ben Lui Syncline, were refolded on the N.W*-S*E* trend 
by the eross folds*

Recent work by larris and Start in central Perthshire suggests that 
the Ben Eagaeh and Ben Yraekie Folds can also be explained by cross folds* 
Bailey, on the other hand, believes that the Ben Yraekie and Glen Feamach 
Folds are parts of the same Caledonoid recumbent fold which has been 
uptilted by pitch between these two areas*

At Braemar the structural level is lower than in the present area 
so that nappes containing the Perthshire Quartz ite, Blair Atholl Series 
and the Moine Flags are found*

The major structures can be conveniently considered in two groups*
The first group consists of structures formed by the early Caledonoid 
recumbent folds whioh produced a strong axial plane schistosity* The 
second group of structures was developed by the later cross folds on the 
earlier schistosity* The later Caledonoid folds are subsidiary* These 
groups are approximate only for the effects of the different folds overlap 
in nearly every structure. For instance the structures formed by the 
recumbent Caledonoid folds have been modified in detail by the later 
movements•

The Caledonoid structures fall into four main groups according to
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their geographical locations and tectonic positions* From north-west 
to south-east and also from the bottom to the top of the structure 
they are;-
a) The Ben-y-Gloe Syncline
b) The Tummel Belt
c) The Ben Lui Fold
d) The Cairnwell Synform.

The cross fold structures fall into two main groups which ares-
a) The South-Western Folds
b) The Glen Fearn&ch Synform.

The Ben-y-Gloe Syncline
The Ben-y-Gloe Quartz ite is bounded on all sides by the Blair Atholl 

Series, with whioh it is in stratigraphical contact as mentioned in the 
section on stratigraphy* The Ben-y-Gloe Quart* ite dips under the Blair 
Atholl Series at 3teep angles along most of its south-eastern boundary 
except on the western side of Carn an Righ, where the relations between 
the two formations are reversed* The dip of the Blair Atholl Series under 
the Ben-y-Gloe Quartz ite is shown by graded bedding in the quartz ite to 
be the original one, so that the Ben-y-Gloe Quartz ite is ,the younger 
formation. The fact that most of the outcrop is overturned can be explained 
by assuming that in this area the two groups form the upper liab of a 
recumbent fold of which the Ben-y-Gloe Quartz ite is the core* The Ben-y-Gloe 
Quartz ite is relatively unde formed in this region so that observations on 
graded bedding are reliable in evaluating sequence • The later folding is 
dominantly Caledonoid and is gentle; its effects on a large scale can be
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seen in the outer ops of Ben-y-G-loe Quartz ite interdi gitating with the 
Blair Atholl Series south of Gam an High* The recumbent Caledonoid 
minor folding plunges gently N *60°E or S .60°W approximately, with the 
direction Varying. The eross folding is subordinate in this region and 
its chief effect is a strong line at ion amounting to rodding in places 
running N .W.*Q3 J3.

The outcrop of the Ben-y-G-loe Quartz ite narrows considerably where 
the ALlt Ghlinne Mhoir flows across it. Mapping repeals that the 
Ben-y-Gloe Belt is formed, not by one large fold, but by a series of 
isoclinal folds, originally reeumbent but now with their axial planes 
dipping steeply to the south-east or south-west. The quartz ite forms 
synforms which plunge R.60°B on the Cam an Righ side of the glen and 
N.60°W on the Ben-y-Gloe side; in both eases the plunge is at low angles. 
These plunges of the folds eause the underlying Blair Atholl Series to 
outcrop in the bottom of the glen except for one thin strip of q u a rtz  ite 
connecting the Ben-y-Gloe and Carn an Righ outcrops. Stratigraphioal 
or tectonic thinning has not affected the thinning of the outorop because 
the plunge of the folds reveals that the quartz ite would be present at 
higher levels corresponding with the outcrops on hill tops if the river 
had not eroded down to its present level.

South of Gam an High a band of limestone in the Blair Atholl 
Series forms an antiform which plunges N.6Q9E as does the synfonoal 
quartz ite tongue to the south of it which forms the southern limb of the 
antiform*

The folds plunging N.60°E are early Caledonoid folds while those
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plunging at H.60% are in the eross fold direction. The latter, howeTer, 
from their style and nature appear to he similar to the Caledonoid folds 
and are probably Caledonoid folds which hare been bent round by the 
later eross folding associated with the Glen Fearnaeh Synform. The 
cross folding is chiefly represented in this region by buckling and a 
strong lineation running N.W.-SJB, and plunging south-east whieh is 
superimposed on the earlier folds* Therefore the eridenoe in this 
small region points to the fact that the Ben-y-Gloe lelt is a synform and 
not an antiform as assumed by Bailey*

Throughout the rest of its outcrop towards the north-east the 
Ben-y-Gloe Quartz ite dips under the Blair Atholl Series* The commonest 
structural feature is a strong rodding developed on the cross fold axis 
whioh plunges down the banding at S.45?E; corresponding folds run in the 
same direction but are less frequent* The Caledonoid folds, which are 
less frequent than the cross folds, plunge gently to both north-east and 
south-west*
The Tummel Belt

The Killiecrankie Schist, which forms the Tummel Belt, is bounded 
on both sides by major slides i.e. those which cut out formations* That 
on the north cuts out the Pale Blair Atholl Group all along its length 
although exposures are not ererywhere sufficient to distinguish the 
subdifisions of the Blair Atholl Series. Indeed the latter formation 
can often only be traced through peaty hollows with sparse outcrops 
between the mountains formed by its neighbouring formations of the 
Perthshire Quartz ite Series. Within the Quartz ite Series itself the
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Schiehallion Quartz ite is missing because of sliding although in this 
region it forms the whole of the Ben-y-Gloe Belt whieh in places is 
only a few hundred yards away on the other side of the Blair Atholl Series* 

The southern slide everywhere outs on to the Cam Mairg Quartz ite 
whioh disappears north of Ben Yr&ekie whioh is six miles to the south
west of this area* For the greater part of its length it also outs out 
the Ben Eagaeh Black Schist which is preserved only on the south
western side of the Grlen Feamach Synform*

This lessening of the effeot of a Caledonoid structure, the slide, 
in a eross fold which is essentially later is a curious phenomenon 
whieh calls for comment* It can test he explained on the supposition 
that the site of the Glen Fearnaeh Synform was oeeupied hy a dovmwarp 
during the Caledonoid recumbent folding* This downwarp may have been 
formed hy gentle folding at the very outset of the Caledonian orogeny 
or more likely it was a depression in the actual nappes as found in the 
Alps* The Ben Eagaeh Schist would then he protected from the main part 
of the shearing during the formation of the recumbent folds hy its 
position in the downwarp* Alternatively the slide reached its maximum 
intensity in Glen Fearnaeh and cut through the Ben Leavers Schist to come 
in contact with one of the downfolds of the Cairnwell Belt so that the 
position of the main Ben Eagaeh outcrop is now taken hy the downfold*
This latter explanation appears unlikely as will he shown more fully in 
the section on the Glen Fearnaeh Synform sinoe the minor structures in 
the Ben Eagaeh Schist indicate that this group is part of the sequence 
from the Killiecrankie Schist of the Tummel Belt to the Ben L&wers Schist
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and not a downfold terminated at either end hy the plunge of the 
orossf olds •

The large amount of movement produced hy the sliding is indicated 
hy the fact that the Killiecrankie Group is everywhere sheared* This 
shearing causes the quartz crystals to break down into smaller grains 
while miea appears as small laths throughout the rock rather than as 
wide hands along the schistosity* These laths are well orientated 
because of the shearing and have not been refolded while all earlier 
structures have been destroyed* Shearing is espeoially developed 
along the northern margin and is well seen in the Allt Easgaidh whieh 
is the burn running down from Loch nan Eun to Glen Thaitneich. Mere 
the Killiecrankie Schist is represented by a narrow belt so that the 
two slides are close to each other* As this belt is approached from 
the south signs of shearing become progressively greater through the 
Ben Lowers and Ben Eagaeh Schists until the climax is reached at the 
slide* A8 noted by Bailey, shearing and crushing are also well developed 
on the north-eastern side of Glen Fearnaeh* In the wide outcrop extending 
south-east of Glas Tulaiehean, however, shearing is less pronounced*

The same cross fold lineation seen in the Ben-y-Gloe Belt is also 
well developed in the Killiecrankie Schist but is accompanied by more 
folding as would be expected from its less competent nature* The plunge 
is generally south-east* Caledonoid folding is fairly frequent in the 
north-eastern belt but is less so in the Glas Tulaichean outcrop and rare 
round Glen Feamach especially at the head. The plunge of the Caledonoid 
folding is variable since there are several isoclinal orossfolds within
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the Glas Tulaiehean outcrop while there is an open synfona to the 
south-west* The Glen Feamach Synform is an isoclinal syncline with 
its axial plane dipping north-east at 50° so here the few Caledonoid 
folds plunge down the dip to the north-east*

The several isolated outcrops of Killiecrankie Schist to the 
south-west will he treated under the section on eross folds*
The len Lui Fold (see Fig. 43)

This fold cannot he seen directly in north-eastern Perthshire hut 
its presence is extrapolated from the type area to explain the 
stratigraphy* The Blair Atholl Series and the Killiecrankie Schist, 
if the complications produced hy the later folds on hoth Caledonoid 
and cross fold trends are ignored, generally dip towards the south-east* 
South-east of the Killiecrankie outcrop hut separated from it hy the 
southern slide comes the Ben Lowers Schist, except on the south-west 
side of Glen Feamach where the Ben. Eagaeh Schist intervenes* The Ben 
Lowers Schist also dips south-eastwards at approximately the same 
angles as the Killiecrankie Schist and so passes under the Ben Eagaeh 
Schist of the Cairnwell Belt. In the south of the area, however, the 
Tay order prevails with Loch Tay limestone dipping under Ben lui Schist 
under Ben Lowers Schist under Ben Eagaeh Schist* The dip increases 
along this north-westward traverse from 20° to the north-west until it 
passes through the vertical to reach 70® to the south-east.

The structure is best seen where the various groups dip under the 
Cairnwell Synform since the rocks of the whole south-western part of 
the district now lie on the cross fold trend* The key to the Caledonoid
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structure is given by the strip of len Eagaeh Schist preserved between 
the Killiecrankie Schist and the len Lowers Schist in Glen Feamach.
This association is similar to that of the main len Eagaeh outcrop in 
central Perthshire which is cut out towards the east by the southern 
slide. In the rest of the region this strip has been cut out by 
this same slide. The lenticles of quartz ite contained in it are 
"tectonic fish” isolated during the sliding and may represent the Cam 
Mairg Quartz ite.

The succession from, north-west to south-east is thereforet -  

Killiecrankie Schist, Slide (usually cutting out Ben Eagaeh Schist),
Ben Lawers Schist, Ben Eagaeh Schist, Cairnwell Quartz ite. As all 
these formations dip to the south-east they must therefore form a fold 
with the youngest, the Ben Lawers Schist, forming the core so that 
the structure is synclinal. The constancy of dip on both sides of 
the envelope show that the fold is isoclinal and its wide extent indicates 
that it was essentially recumbent but in this region has been upturned 
by later folds.

The direction of closure of this fold is uncertain but it appears 
likely that it is to the north-west and the actual nose has been removed 
by erosion. One reason for believing this is that the core rocks, the 
Ben Lawers Sehist, are present in great strength in the south-eastern 
part of the fold while only a narrow outcrop is found in the north-west. 
The next youngest group, the Ben Lui Sehist, is never found in the north
western part of the region but covers a wide area in the south-east. The 
Ben Lui S chist whieh must form the core of a syncline within the Ben
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Lawers Schist is found only in the south-east and so the closure of the 
fold would be expected to lie to the north-west where the oldest 
envelope rooks are found. The fact that the len Lui Schist is involved 
in a recumbent syncline dosing to the north-west brings to mitrd that 
the len Lui Fold itself is a similar structure which can be traced 
across the Iighlands to eastern Perthshire. The part of the fold 
found over most of the Glen Shee area is one involving older rocks than 
at len Lui, with len Eagaeh Schist closing round Ben Lawers Schist 
instead of the latter closing round Ben Lui Schist.

The earliest folds seen in the minor structures of the area are 
recumbent folds whieh correspond to the Ben Lui Fold. These often 
show signs of sliding on the lower limb which is similar to the 
cutting out of the quartz itio members of the Perthshire Quartz ite 
Series and the Ben Eagaeh Sehist in the lower limb of the Ben Lui Fold.

The nose of the Ben Lawers Schist is much more elongated than that 
of the Ben Lui Sohist when judged by extent of outerop. In places it 
iff very thin as can be gauged by the close juxtaposition of the 
Killiecrankie Group and Cairnwell Belt outcrops between Glen Shee and 
Glen Fearnaeh.
The Cairnwell Synform

This structure is unique in the Central Iighlands in that the 
Blair Atholl Series is found detached from the main outcrop. The 
Cairnwell Quartz ite which forms the envelope of the Blair Atholl Series 
is also found in no other region. The Ben Eagaeh Sehist should also 
be considered as part of the Cairnwell Synform since it lies above the
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len Lawers Sehist which forms the core of the len Lai recumbent 
syncline • The structure is termed a synform because it takes the form 
of a downfold but is in fact an inverted anticline since the oldest 
rocks present, the Hair Atholl Series, form the core* The synform 
itself is formed by a series of isoclinal late Caledonoid folds, both 
synforms and antiforms with several cross folds complicating the outcrop* 

The fold is bounded on its eastern side by narrow belts of len 
Eagaeh Schist and Cairnwell Quarts ite which dip at approximately 70° 
to the east-south-east* That this dip has been overturned relative 
to that of the Plat lelt can be deduced by a traverse towards it t r m .  

the south-east over younger groups* As the Plat lelt is itself 
inverted this overturning of the dip means that the rook succession is 
now the right way up* Starting at the south-eastern boundary of the 
len Lawers Schist the dips are as lew as 20° to the north-west* The 
dip rapidly steepens so that at the north-western boundary of the len 
Lawers Schist it reaches as much as 70° to the north-west. A belt 
of epidiorite then intervenes and the dip in it passes through the 
vertical so that the following len Eagaeh Schist generally dips at 7©° 
to the east-south-east, although there are still some dips to the north
west* This variation is caused by isoclinal folding of late Caledonoid 
type which causes the direction of dip to change gradually over a wide 
area* Fold axes generally plunge north-north-east to north-east at 
low angles with a corresponding nbft lineation* Gross folds also with a 
wb" lineation plunge steeply down the dip*

The phenomenon of a series of steep isoclinal folds forming a
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structure, which like the synform is essentially flat on the larger 
scale, is similar to Barrow*s concertina folds hut in fact affects all 
the groups present though their behaviour varies according to their 
competence. The isoclinal folds can he seen to refold recumbent 
folds whose axial planes are coplanar with the schistosity.

The minor structures show the same relations on the north-western 
side of Glen Beag as far as the Cam Mor granitic intrusion whieh cuts 
across the Cairnwell Synform. North-west of the granite the outerep 
of the fold trends on N.W.-SJ3. axis as far as the western side of 
Glen Thaitneich. lere the rocks of the Cairnwell Synform have been 
folded together with the underlying len Lawers Schist and lillieorankie 
Group.

The structure in this region has been shown by Bailey to be a 
synform on his recognition of the Killiecrankie Schist as a separate 
Group and his tracing of the Ben Lawers and Ben Eagaeh Schists round 
the nose of the Cairnwell Quarts ite at the head of Glen Thaitneich. The 
Geological Survey had previously linked the Blair Atholl Line stone 
exposed in the Allt Eas gaidh with the Ben Lawers S ©hist found north of 
the summit of Glas Tulaiehean, thus cutting through the Cairnwell 
Quartsite and Ben Eagaeh Schist. Both the latter, however, are poorly 
exposed because of a thick covering of peat. The connection of the 
two calcareous groups was presumably made because all the formations 
dip to the south at angles ranging from 4©® on Glas Tulaiehean to near 
■vertical in the Allt Eas gaidh. Bailey, however, showed that the two 
oaleareous outcrops were distinct lithologically and could easily be
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assigned to their respective horizons.
She trend of the cross folds is consistently near 120° hut tba 

plunge steepens with the dip from 20° on Glas Tulaiehean to 50° in 
the Allt Eas gaidh. The late Caledonoid folds likewise vary from 50° 
to 70° hut their plunge is usually towards the south-west. In the 
Allt Eas gaidh both sets of folds developed contemporaneously in that 
one does not refold the other and one cannot he unfolded to leave the 
other undisturbed, loth however fold reeumbent folds whose axial 
planes are parallel with the schistosity.

The main trend of the synform is on the cross fold axis hut swings 
in the distribution of the formations show that Caledonoid folding 
has also played a part.so that the trend of the synform is more E.-47. 
than E.W.-S .E. The combination of south-westerly plunging Caledonoid 
folding and east-south-easterly plunging cross folds has produced 
subsidiary synforms and ant if onus within the major structure. These 
form gentle culminations and depressions hut lead to the lensing of 
individual outcrops e.g. the central limestone of the Hair Atholl 
Pale Group found in the Allt Eas gaidh. The distribution of formations 
produced hy these sets of folds shows that on the major scale they are 
contemporaneous although they may have persisted for different periods 
in different areas and so one or other may he dominant in a particular 
sector of the synform. loth, however, are always found on the minor scale.

The subdivisions of the llair Atholl Series cannot he traced 
across the Cam Mor Porphyry to the main outcrop of the Cairnwell 
Synform because exposures on either side of the intrusion are extremely
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poor*
On the north-eastern flank of the Cairnwell Synform, the angle 

of dip in the northern part of the len Eagaeh Schist remains fairly 
constant at 50°, hut swings to south-south-east. In the southern 
part of the schist and in the Cairnwell Quartz ite, however, the dip 
steepens and overturns so that on Cam af Geodh, where the outcrop 
widens considerably, the quartz ite overlies the Hair Atholl Series.

At the Cairnwell the northerly dip persists except at the eastern 
end where the dip swings to the west at 40° # Variations in the dip 
across the Cairnwell outcrop show that the quartz ite has been affected 
by isoclinal folds on the W.N.W.-3B.S .S. trend. The plunge of the oross 
folds is at approximately 4©° te the west-north-west so the Cairnwell 
is a subsidiary synform on the W.H.W.-E.S .S. axis overlying the llair 
Atholl Series of the main Cairnwell synform. Nearly the whole outcrop 
forms the southern limb of the subsidiary synform with the northern limb 
represented by a narrow belt linking it to the sinuous outcrops of 
quartz ite round Loch Trotachan.

The thickening of the quartz ite outcrop on Cam a* Geodh and the 
Cairnwell is probably due to movement during the recumbent folding.
Much of the narrow outcrop which forms the main part of the belt has 
been thinned technically; that sliding has occurred can be seen by 
the juxtaposition of the Cairnwell Quartz ite with different members of 
the llair Atholl Series both in Glen leag and at the head of Glen

Thaitneich.
Horth-sastwards the OainweH Synfom jersistB until it is
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truncated fey the Lochnagar Granite but it fails to reappear on the 
far side of that intrusion*

To the south-west the Gairrwell Synfom is terminated fey the 
combination of an antifom of the cross fold axis and the north-easterly 
plunge of the Caledonoid folds* The Caledonoid plunge is most effective 
east of Glen leag and is reflected fey the shape of the outcrops* The 
plunge is 20° to the north-north-east while the dip varies between 
50° and 7®° to the east-south-east* On the western side of Glen leag* 
however, the dip is 25® to the north-east while the Caledonoid plunge 
remains the same as on the eastern side* The cross folds plunge to 
the east-south-east at 10° to 15° whereas farther east they plunge 
Steeply down the dip at 50° to 70° to the east-south-east* The same 
dip to the north-east persists right across the Ben Eagaeh Schist 
outcrop on the south-west side of Glen Shee but increases to 40°. That 
the antiform is in fact formed of several isoclinal bands is shown fey 
the repetition of downfolds of quarts ite found on top of Jen Gulabin* 
These plunge to the east-south-east and the ones disconnected from the 
p̂»4ti quartz ite outcrop are terminated fey the cliffs on the south-eastern 
side of the hill. The largest is connected to the main outcrop fey a 
similar downfold on the Caledonoid trend* lere again we have the 
effects of both sets of later folds combining to produce complicated
outcrops•

Proceeding north-eastwards to Greag lamhaieh on the east side of 
Glen Thaitneich the dip has steepened to 50° to the north-east and the 
cross folds plunge east-south-east at 20® - 30°, This plunge carries
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the outcrop of len Lawers Schist on top of the hill under the len 
Eagach Schist which forms the greater part of its surface • The 
Caledon© id folds plunge north-north-east at 40°. At the northern 
end of the len Lawers outcrop, across the Cam Mor Porphyry, the same 
structures are seen but neither set of folds can cause either the 
termination of the len Lawers outcrop or the swing of the Cairnwell 
Quartzite to a position in the Allt Ghlizme Thaitneieh, to the west 
of, and 1,000 feet below the Ben Lowers Schist of the Creag Lamhaieh 
outcrop*

An isoclinal cross fold would imply that the len Lawers Schist 
foms a "tectonic fish" since the south-easterly plunge would carry 
it above the Ben Lawers Schist at the north-western end and below it 
in the south-east* The cross folding, however, does not appear to 
have been strong enough to produce that "type of structure* A later 
Caledonoid fold would have caused the strikes to assume Caledonoid 
trend but they are dominantly 3J*W.-S.E. Therefore the only possibility 
left is a Caledonoid fold connected with the recumbent folds but not 
necessarily itself recumbent* This structure, formed as a drag fold 
below the Cairnwell Quartz ite, would account for the relative positions 
of the various groups and would agree with the minor structures which 
show recumbent Caledonoid folding refolded by cress folds. Late 
Caledonoid folds take the form of gentle buckles. The eross folding 
on the major scale then folded the early Caledonoid fold into as 
isoclinal antiform to give the enclosure of the Ben lawers outcrop by 
the len Eagach Schist, carrying it under the len Eagach Schist to the
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south by an east-south-east plunge• That the drag fold is looal is 
shown by the fact that no trace of it can be seen in the outerop of 
Sen Lawers Schist on the west side of Glen Thaitneieh.
The South-Western Folds

Although cross fold structures have been considered with the 
Cairnwell Synform the south-western area is almost exclusively 
formed by the superposition of cross folds on the recumbent Caledonoid 
folds* The region is one of isoclinal cross folds which bring up the 
Killiecrankie Schist of the lower limb of the Ben Lui Fold in the 
cores of antiforms and bring down the Cairnwell rocks of the upper 
limb in the cores of synforas. Over the greater part of the region 
the Ben Lawers Schist outcrops* forming the extended core of the Ben 
Lui Fold. The Killiecrankie Schist appears only in the more northern 
part of the region while the Cairnwell rocks predominate in the south 
but also extend into the north.

The lilliecrarikie Schist of the Glas Tulaiehean outcrop* as shown 
earlier* dips to the south and south-east in its northern part. Farther 
south it continues to do so for the greater part of the outcrop but is 
modified towards the boundaries of the group in Glen Thaitneieh anl Glen 
Lochs ie.

In Glen Thaitneieh the dip of the Killiecrankie Schist together 
with the overlying Ben Lawers and Ben Eagach Schists is to the east 
or east by north at 55° though, loeally it may range down to 30® 
to 70°. The Caledonoid plunge is approximately 30° to the north-east 
and the cross fold plunge 40° to south-east by east. The dip
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plunges hold over most of the noso of the Ullieerankle Schist on 
Creag a* Ghaise and the cross fold plunge is responsible for carrying 
the group under the Ben Lawers Schist* On Greag Ihrea® just to 
the north-west the strike swings round to U.W.-S.B* so that the dip 
is now 50 to the north-east# The Caledonoid plunge runs approximately 
down the dip while the cross fold plunge is at 15° - 20° to the south
east by east* It may be even less where the dip is less* This low 
plunge is partly responsible for the wide extent of the Killiecrankie 
Schist outcrop in this region but repetition by recumbent Caledonoid 
folds probably also plays a part# West of Greag Bhreac the dip is 
45° to the south with Caledonoid plunge 35° to the south-west and oros3 
fold plunge 20° to the south-ea3t by east# The charge in dip and 
Caledonoid plunge indicates that there must be an antiform within the 
Killiecrankie Schist with a complementary synform to the north to bring 
the northerly dip back to the general southerly dip found in the synfom 
at the head of Glen Thaitneieh* This in turn means that there must be 
an isoclinal antiform between these two synforms# All these folds are 
on N.W*-S#E* axis approximately# The Ben Lawers Schist on the west 
side of Glen Thaitneieh dips under the Ben Eagach Schist at 50° - 65® 
to the east or east-north-east with cross fold plunge at 25° to the 
south-east# This structure is also found in the marginal parts of the 
Killiecrankie Schist*

Towards Glen Lochsie the southerly dip of the Killiecrankie Schist 
steepens through 70° to the vertical to bring down the overlying Ben 
Lawers Schist in the floor of the glen* The cross fold plunge is
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25° - 30° to the east-south-east and the Caledonoid 50° to the south
west* West of the Gam Mor Porphyry the dip onoe again, diminishes 
in the Ben Lawers Schist and succeeding Ben Eagach Schist and Cairnwell 
Quartz ite until it is 35® - 40° while the cross fold plunge also drops 

to 20° but is still to the east-south-east* On the southern margin of 
the quartz ite, however, the dip is 50® to the north-north-east so that 
the Ben Eagach, Ben Lawers and Killiecrankie Schists reappear to form 
an open synform* To the north-west the exposures are very poor but 
the nose of the fold can be traced and here the dips steepen to 50® - 70® 
on both sides of the fold* The steepest dips are once again found in 
the envelope but the cross fold plunge remains at 20® to form the closure 
of the fold by the Killiecrankie Schist* The synform, however, can be 
traced farther north-west by the dips within the Killiecrankie Schist* 
Towards the south-east also the dips in the fold increase to 70° and 
and the predominant cross fold plunge is 15® - 20® to the west-north^ 
west thus indicating closure in that direct ion, but the actual nose of 
the synform is cut off by the extension of the ©arn Mor Porphyry*

East of the intrusion the southerly dip in the Ben Lawers Schist 
continues farther south so that an isoclinal antiform of Killiecrankie 
Schist outcrops on Greag Chreumh* This outcrop dips to the south-south- 
west at 55 with G&ledonoid plunge at 45 to the south-west* The cross 
fold plunge is 20° to the south-east by east «b£  this carries the 
Killiecrankie Schist under the Ben Lawers Schist to the east.

South-west of the Killiecrankie Schist appears a small isoclinal 
synform of the Ben Eagach Schist and the Cairnwell Quartz ite, which in
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turn is succeeded to the south-west by an open synform similar to 
that of Upper Glen Lochs ie* The dip is 55° to the north-north-east at the 
southern boundary of the Ben Eagach Schist which, therefore overlies the 
Ben Lawers Schist to the south-west* The Gairnwell Quartz ite fails 
to the south-east because of cross fold plunge at 20° to the west-north
west but the belt of Ben Eagach Schist continues to join the main 
Glen Shea outcrop just west of Dalmunzie* There is a small lenticle 
of quartz ite enclosed in the Black Schist outcrop on the north-east 
slope of Meall a* Choire Bhuidhe half way between the previous looality 
and the main Ben Eagach outcrop*

Just before the belt of Ben Eagach Schist reaches the main outcrop 
in Glen Shoe the belt widens and in it is enclosed another larger 
lenticle of quartz ite whose sinuous outcrop shows that it has been 
affected by both cross and Caledonoid folds*

The dips rangs from 70° to the vertical chiefly to the south- 
south-east on the northern side and north-north-west on the southern 
side although the strike swings to W*U.W.-£ *S *E* in the middle of the 
outcrop because of folding* The structure is therefore a syncline 
with a vertical axial plane. The outcrop terminates to the east with a 
crossfold plunge to the north-west at 40® and to the west with Caledonoid 
plunge to the north-east at 3<£

To the south-west of thin open synfom of Cairnwell rocks all the 
formations dip to the north-east with dips ranging from 40° to 65° •
The strike also swings slightly. On Meall fiuidh Mor Thearlaich and 
Cam Dearg to the south-west of the synform in Upper Glen Lochsie an
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outcrop of Killiecrankie Schist dips north-east at 50® with a Caledonoid 
plunge of 40® to the north-north-east* This outcrop connects with the 
main outcrop of Killiecrankie Schist round the nose of the Glen Lochs ie 
Synform* The cross fold plunge of 30° to the south-east carries the 
Killiecrankie Schist under an outcrop of Ben Lawers Schist brought down 
by & Caledonoid synform in which the Cairnwell rooks reappear* Near 
the boundary some of the Killiecrankie Schist also dips in the same 
direction as the cross fold plunge*

The Caledonoid downfold causes the quartz ite outcrop to swing 
from N *W *-S *E * along Glen Lochs ie to run south-west through Cam 
Tarmachain* Eere the dip is 50® to the north-north-east with the 
Caledonoid plunge 30° to the north-east and the cross fold plunge 20® 
to the south-east* On the south-eastern side of the fold the dip 
is 65® to the north-west and the cross fold plunge 40® to the west- 
north-west so that the fold is open* South-westwards towards the nose 
of the fold the Ben Eagach Schist fails* At the nose the dip on the 
western side is east-north-east at 35® and the cross folds plunge 20® 
to the south-east, bub on the south-eastern side the dip is 55® to the 
east-south-east* The beds on the south-eastern side are therefore 
overturned so that the fold becomes nearly isoclinal* Hie Caledonoid 
plunge remains 25° - SO® to the north-east* Bailey (1925) continued 
the Cairnwell outcrop of Cam Tarmachain to the south to link up with 
that found on Ben a* Sruachain, but no evidence can be found in support, 
although there are no exposures just north of Ben a* Cruaohain because 
of peat* The northern part of Bailey* s continuation, however, consists
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of well developed Ben Lawers Schist with no trace of quartz ite or 
Blaek Schist*

The Geological Survey on the other hand linked the Cam 
Tarmachain outcrop with the quartz ite of 0am Dearg on the other side 
of Allt Ruidh nan Eas* These outcrops would appear to he linked 
because of the low south-easterly pitch of the Cam Dearg outcrop, 
but the valley descends to a low structural level so that only Ben 
Lawers Schist is exposed in it*

On Cam Dearg the Cairnwell Quartz ite which forms an escarpment 
dips at 35° - 40° to the north-east with the Caledonoid plunge running 
down the dip* The cross fold plunge is at 10° - 15° to the south-east 
by east and terminates the outcrop to the south-east where the level of 
the quartz ite has been cut through by the Allt Ruidh nan Eas* At the 
north-west end the same plunge causes the outcrop to rise above the 
Ben Lawers Schist, the Ben Eagach Schist being cut out by a slide all 
round this outcrop* Another small lenticle of the quartzite is found 
on the next hill slope to the north-west across a small intervening 
bum which has eroded through the quartz ite to the Ben Lawers Schist*
The oross fold plunge at 12° to the south-east also causes this outcrop 
to fail to the north-west*

The extreme attenuation of the Ben Lawers Schist in the upper part 
of Glen Fearnach is shown by its close proximity to the Killiecrankie 
Group which is only fifty yards earay from the quartz ite • The Ben Eagach 
Schist has been removed by sliding between the Ben Lawers Schist 
both of the Perthshire Quartz ite Groups* South-west of and below the 
Cam Dearg escarpnent of Cairnwell Quartz ite there is another patch
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of poorly exposed Killiecrankie Schist with similar minor structures*
Just above Glen Fearnaeh stands the mountain of Ben a* Cruachain 

which is yet another area formed of downfolds of Cairnwell rocks*
They are well exposed ao that several minor synforms can be distinguished* 
The Ben Eagach Schist is well developed on the south-western side of 
the outcrop but is missing on the north-eastern inverted limb of the 
synform, probably due to the greater amount of movement there during 
the cross folding* It is also preserved in one of the antiforms 
between two synforms of quartz ite*

The Ben a* Cruachain outcrop is divided into two parts by a 
curving north-north-east fault which only causes slight displacement of 
the strati graphical groups* The part to the north-west of the fault 
consists of one synform of Cairnwell rocks which can be traced north
west across the Allt Ruidh nan Eas* The dip is 60° to the east-north- 
east with the Caledonoid folds plunging to the north-east at 40°; the 
cross folds plunge at 15° - 20® to the south-east and cause the outcrop 
to terminate to the north-west* On the south-eastern side of the 
fault, however, the strike has swung to W.N.W.-E.S.E* so that the eross 
folds are now plunging at 15® to the north-west causing the outcrop to 
rise above the Ben Lawers Schist to the south-east. The quartz ite 
outcrop does not reach the crest of the hill so the south-easterly 
plunge again controls the outcrop to bring up the Ben Lawers Schist on 
the north-western slope* The straight north-western boundary between 
the Ben Lawers Group and the quartz ite hints at a N*W.-S*E. synfom. The 
repetition of folds causes variations in dip; all the dips are steep,
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generally to the north-east; hut the most easterly fold is open so 
that the eastern margin of the quartz ite dips to the west-south-west.
The dip soon, however, returns to the north-east on the far side of 
an antiform of limestone within the Ben Lawers Group. To the east of this 
limestone there is another lenticle of impure quartzite.

Bailey(l92g) connected the north-western end of the Ben a* Cruachain 
outcrop of quartz ite by a loop with the Cam Dearg outcrop. This link 
would need to run obliquely to the strike of and cut through limestones 
developed in the Ben Lawers Group and in fact no quartz ite is to be 
found in the region.

The ridge between Glen Shoe and Glen Fearnaeh is fozmed of a belt 
of Cairnwell Quartz ite with Ben Eagach Schist on its south-western 
margin. The Ben Eagach Schist has been cut out by sliding to the 
north-east but a belt of it runs from the south-eastern end of the 
quartz ite outcrop to link with the Cairnwell outcrop well developed 
in Glen Shee. There are also a few lenticles of Blair Athol 1 limestone 
enclosed in the quartzite. The dip is generally between 40° and 50® 
to the north-east with the Caledonoid plunge at 30° - 40° to the north
east by north. The cross fold plunge may be locally to the north-west 
but is generally to the south-east at low angles; it causes the outcrop 
to terminate in the north. The major structure is therefore a synfom 
on E.W.-S «E. axis with south-eastern plunge; the Ben Eagach Schist and 
Cairnwell Quartz ite form the core and the Ben Lawers Schist the envelope. 
The structure is similar to that found farther north-west but is less 
complex in outcrop. The dip and minor structures are similar in the
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Ben Eagach outcrop running down to Glen Ghee, which is an open synfom 
on the Caledonoid axis, preserving the ever lying Ben Eagach Schist 
within the Ben Lawers Group* The cross fold plunge is at low angles 
to the south east on its north-western side and to the north-west on 
its south-eastern margin* The north-western plunge combined with the 
Caledonoid plunge to the north-eaat causes the termination of the 
outcrop of Cairnwell rocks to the south-east. If the belt were part 
of a recumbent Caledonoid fold the rocks would strike N.E.-S.W.

In the south-east of this region the len Lui Schist dips at 20° 
to the north-west with the Caledonoid plunge running north-north-east 
at lew angles and the cross plunge in a direction somewhat more westerly 
than the dip. In the Ben Lui Schist of Glen Fearnaeh the dip swings 
round so that it is north-east with the Caledonoid plunge approximately 
down the dip and the cross folding gently to the east-south-east.
Between these two areas while the strike swings round, the eross fold 
plunge is north-westerly so that on both dip and plunge the Ben Lui 
Schist is carried under the Ben Lawers Schist. The beds are therefore 
inverted similar to those described at the corresponding tectonic 
level on the south-east of the Cairnwell Synfom.

Just south of Ben a* Cruachain the strike of the Ben Lui and 
Ben Lawers Schists swings to W.H.W.-E.S«E. and the dip is 30° to the 
north-north-east. The Caledonoid plunge is 20° to the north-east and 
the cross folds plunge at 10° - 15* to the north-west. The north
westerly plunge is similar to that seen in the Cairnwell reeks on Ben 
a* Cruachain itself and also at the most southern outorop of the Ben
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Lawers 3 chis t • The swing in strike occurs just before the Glen 
Fearnaeh Fault is reached and is probably the beginning of a greater 
swing to join up with the formations on the south-western side of the 
fault which dip at 35° to the north-west* The actual swing cannot be 
traced because of the fault*
The Glen Fearnaeh Synfom

At the head of Glen Fearnaeh the Killiecrankie Schist of the 
Glas Tulaichean outcrop which lies te the north-east of the Ben Lawers 
Schist of Glen Fearnaeh swings round so that it also outcrops te the 
south-west of the Ben Lawers Group* The dip is everywhere at about 
50® to the north-east although it may range from 30® - 70® and its 
direction may also vary considerably. The Glen Fearnaeh Synfom also 
affects the underlying Blair Atholl Series which outcrop to the north 
and west of the Killiecrankie Group. As shown in the section on the 
Turarael Belt Series, the Blair Atholl Series to the north dips steeply 
to the south-east or south under the Killiecrankie Group* On the northern 
slope of Carn an t-Sionnach and in that part of the Allt a* Ghliime Mhoir 
to the north of it, however, the dip swing? to the south-south-west at 
70®. The eros3 folds plunge at 20® to the south-east and the Caledonoid 
at 50® to the south-west. To the south-west, however, the dip rapidly 
changes to 50® to the east-north-east but still with cross fold plunge 
at 20® to the south-east while the Caledonoid plunge is 40® to the north
east. These structures persist in the Ben Lawers outcrop and also across 
the Killiecrankie Group found to the west of Glen Fearnaeh and into the 
Blair Atholl Series still further west. Tbs latter group is specially
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Trail deralopod at Looh Looh where it dips at 35° to the east-north-east 
with Caledonoid plunge of 25° to the north-east and cross fold plunge 
of 10° to the south-east* The Hair Atholl Sefcies which outcrops between 
Loch Loch and Glen Mor and the nearer part of the Xdllieeranl&e Schist 
swings in strike with the formational boundaries so that the dip is
usually in the normal direction of south-south-east for these formations,

© ©at about 50 * The cross fold plunge is 35 to the south-east and the
Caledonoid 20° to the south-west* The Killiecrankie Schist which lies 
nearer the Ben Lawers, however, re-reals the same structures as in the 
younger group*

In the core of the fold the Ben Eagach Schist outcrops between 
the Ben Lawers Schist and the Killieorankio Schist but the slide is 
still present between the latter and the Ben Eagach Schist since the.
Cam Mairg Quartz ite is missing* Enclosed within the Ben Eagach Schist, 
however, are two lentieles of quartz ite which may represent Cam Mairg 
Quartz ite detached during the sliding associated with the formation of 
the Caledonoid recumbent folds* Both outcrops hare similar minor 
structures to the surrounding Ben Eagach Schist and cannot be explained 
by dip or plunge to orerlie the Ben Eagach Schist* The Ben Eagach 
Schist-fails to the south just north of Daldhuj in the north it fails 
near Creag Gama1 Ghoire where the boundary of the Xillidcrankie outcrop 
swings to NJS.-S.W. for a short distance. This swing and another 
farther south are not reflected in the strike of the formations except 
for one or two isolated patches* These swings are probably due to 
the south-easterly plunge of several cross folds which make up the whole
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synform*
The cross fold plunge between 20® and 30® to the south-east is 

dominant over the whole region and increases towards the nose where 
it obliterates nearly all other structures. This dominant structure 
therefore produces the Glen Fearnaeh Synfoim on N.W.-S.E. axis.
Caledonoid folding is less frequent and is usually at 40® to the north
east* tSome variations in dip occur within the fold e*g« to the south 
of Creag Dubh where the dip is 45® to the north-north-east and the oross- 
fold plunge is 15° to the north-west* To the west in the *en Eagaeh 
outcrop in the lilt Fearnaeh the dip is 60® to the east-north-east with 
cross fold plunge at 30® to the south-east* The dip and plunge are 
similar in the lower part of the Allt Glen Loch*

On the crest of the ridge between Glen Fearnaeh and Glen Looh, 
to the south-east of Sron Chrion a* lhacain a thin strip of limestone 
not previously described outerops among the Killiecrankie Schist*
Litho logic ally it resembles the len Lawers limestones more than those of 
the Blair Atholl Series; the dip in common with the Killiecrankie Group 
is 50° to the north-east. The Caledonoid plunge is 45* to the north- 
north-east with the cross fold plunge at 20® to the south-east in the 
north-western end of the outcrop and horizontal running N.W.-S.E. in the 
south-eastern part of the outcrop* The horisental plunge carries the 
limestone above the Killiecrankie Schist, which outcrops on a lower part 
of the ridge farther south-east* This outcrop therefore appears to be 
the remnant of a cross fold synfom parallel to the Glen Fearnaeh Synfom*



Y MINOR STRUCTURES

Minor Structures in Rocks of Different Kinds
a) Quartzites

Bedding is best preserved in quartz ites in which strings of 
pebbles (usually flattened) and graded beds can be recognised. Current 
bedding is however extremely rare in the area. The explanation for ‘the 
preservation of bedding is probably that the massive quartz ites were 
not intensely folded during the recumbent folding, movement being 
taken up in bands in which a platy layering obscures the original 
structures, intervening strata show only gentle folding which can 
be referred to the later superimposed folds. The quartz ites responded 
to the Caledonoid recumbent movements by tectonic thickening and 
thinning on a major scale rather than by the production of minor folding. 
The intensity of folding increases towards the margins of the quartz ite 
outcrops. Both the Ben-y-G-loe and the Cairnwell Quartz ites are 
characterised by a strong rodding on N.W.-S JS. axis which is often 
accompanied by mineral elongation. The rodding, however, is best 
developed in the Ben-y-Gloe Belt. On the NJ2.-S.W. axis lineations 
take the form of small striations which are often bent by rodding.
b) Limestones

These are particularly instructive about tectonic style especially 
where they contain thin siliceous layers. This is because the siliceous 
layers are partly preserved from deformation by the effectively plastic 
behaviour of the limestones. Similarly calcareous formations defonn 
more plastically than other groups on the major scale, so that the llair
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Atholl Series and calcareous Ben Lawers Schist forming attenuated 
folds. When siliceous bands are present they show less extreme 
deformation by folding whereas in the limestone the fold may be 
partly or completely destroyed by shearing. The siliceous layers 
gradually lose their continuity until they are only represented by 
tectonic inclusions which are often recognisable fold closures. The 
limestones show much more exaggerated folds, the closures of which may 
be lost through shearing. The final stage of shearing gives what 
appears to be a uniformly bedded limestone but the fact that the layering 
is not depositional in origin is indicated by isolated fold closures 
and obliquely convergent layering somewhat similar to current bedding 
in quartzites. Intense folding in more competent adjacent formations 
also shows that the apparently simple structure in the limestones is 
not original. The limestones in the Ben Lawers Group show the same 
structures as are found in the Blair Atholl Limestones.

Early Caledonoid folds, which are isoclinal in fom, are rarely 
found in the limestones because of the intensity of deformation but 
are represented by the closures mentioned above. Schistosity parallel 
to the banding is in fact axial plane schistosity related to these 
closures and in its turn is folded openly by the later Caledonoid and 
cross folds,
c) Schists

The most common planar structure seen in the schists is a well 
developed schistosity on which the later folds were formed on both 
Caledonoid and cross fold axes. Associated with both sets of folds
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are strong line at ions on the same axes which usually take the form of 
wrinkles on the surface of the schistosity but also appear as mineral 
orientations along a N.W.-S.E. trend# Thi3 schistosity is normally 
parallel to bedding but when the apex of a Caledonoid recumbent fold 
is seen the schistosity cuts through the bedding and is sub-parallel 
to the axial plane of the folding# The schistosity is therefore an 
axial plane schistosity produced during the recumbent folding#

In the graphitic Ben Eagach Schist there are also small gentle 
undulations on the schistosity along the trend of both fold axes#
These are probably to be regarded as intermediate stages between 
lineations and the larger more pronounced folds on whose limbs they 
develop# The lineations express themselves as several sub-parallel 
striations produced at various stages in the one movement* The 
striations do not cut each other but the later ones cause the earlier 
to fade out. The latest of these lineations is parallel to the present 
"b" axis of the fold although the earlier were probably parallel to the 
"b" axis at the time of their formation. Also in the Ben Eagach Schist 
the lineations belonging to the later Caledonoid and cross folds cut 
each other indiscriminately so that sometimes one is later, sometimes 
the other# This can be observed within a few feet and so points to the 
fact that both sets of folds were essentially developed contemporaneously 
although locally one may be later than the other.

New axial plane schistosities of strain slip type may develop in 
association with the later folds on both axes but they are of local 
extent only and have little significance with regard to the major
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structures* For example the most extensive and significant of these 
later schistosities occurs on Ben Gulabin where the dominantly N*E*-S.W, 
folds of the Cairnwell Synform are truncated by the N .W.-S *E • folds 
which align the formations to the south-west along this trend* The 
schistosity belonging to the Caledonoid recumbent folds has been 
upturned by the cross folds and cut through by their axial plane 
schistosity* In the apices of the cross folds their schistosity cuts 
through the Caledonoid schistosity but on the limbs it runs parallel 
to the earlier schistosity*

Later shear bands develop on both axes in the schist especially 
the quartzose Killiecrankie Schist. These are shown in Fig. 13. These 
represent the last stages of adjustment to the tectonic forces and have 
little effect on the distribution of formations*

Boudinage is not well developed in the area since the prerequisite 
of hard bands with adjacent softer layers is rare. For instance the 
Banded Group of the Blair Atholl Series is a uniform grey schist lacking 
the quartz ite bands of the type area in central Perthshire, but the 
Blair Atholl Limestones show some development of boudins where siliceous 
bands are present. The Ben Eagach and Ben Lawers Schists are usually 
too uniform to contain boudins, but boudins are found where siliceous 
bands are present* Some good examples, however, are found within the 
epidiorites in which some bands ar® harder than others*

Isolated fold hinges are not treated as boudins since they are 
formed by compression and shearing during the folding while true boudins
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are formed by tensional separation of a sheet of original hard material.

Styles of Minor Structures in Different Areas 
a) The Ben-y-Cloe Synoline

In the quartz it®, Caledonoid recumbent folds are not seen and the 
later folds are only simple flexures. The cross fold direction is 
delineated by mineral elongation and rodding and the late Caledonoid 
by striations. The Blair Atholl Series in the Allt Mor, Allt Feith 
Ghuibsachain, and Creag an Loch are much more re-pealing, although at 
first sight they seem to be evenly banded. Within the layers isoclinal 
recumbent folds are present on the N.E.-S.VT. axis. They have been 
upturned by later movement and are illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15. The 
example from the Allt Mor, if flattened, would close to the north, but 
this is a reflection of the effect of the later folding on the trend 
of the recumbent folds*

Later folds in the Blair Atholl Series tal® the form of simple 
undulations on both HJ2.-S.W. and N.W.-S JBJ. trends. In the Hair Atholl 
outcrop on the north side of Meall na Spionag (north of the Ben-y-G-loe 
Belt), a later schistosity is developed on the axial plane schistosity 
produced by the recumbent fold*, which dips south at 50° to 80°. The 
newer schistosity dips east-south-east at 30° and is associated with the 
development of later Caledonoid folds, of which it is the axial plane 
cleavage. It is of the strain slip type and is illustrated in Pig. 18* 

The Cairnwell Synform
Isoclinal Caledonoid folds, whose axial planes are parallel to the 

regional schistosity, are well seen in the Cairnwell Synform. An
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example in the Ben Eagach Schist is shown in Fig. 17 j in this fold 
the axial plane schistosity is the dominant structure, while the 
isoclinal fold is picked out by a band which is more siliceous than 
the usual schist. At the apex of the fold the siliceous band has 
been cut through by the axial plane schistosity produced by the fold. 
Fig. 18 illustrates similar folds in the Banded Group of the Blair 
Atholl Series. In this group there is more variation in composition 
between the pelitic and psaramitic members than in the Ben Eagach Schists, 
so that the axial plane schistosity cuts through the earlier pelitic 
banding at the apex of the fold, but not through the psammitio. In 
both Figs. 17 and 18 the axial plane schistosity associated with the 
folds is parallel to the earlier banding at the apices of the folds.
The banding in the Blair Atholl White Limestone is often isoclinally 
folded but it can be shown that it itself is formed of earlier isoclinal 
folds, which have been extremely attenuated. Fig. 19 is an example 
in which the limbs of isoclinal folds themselves split into limbs of 
the earlier isoclinal folds. Fig. 20 shows isoclinal early Caledonoid 
folds in the Allt Easgaidh, picked out by siliceous bands, which do 
not develop axial plane schistosity. The banding in the limestone, 
however, runs parallel to the axial planes of the folds, but is not 
actually an axial plane schistosity. It represents the limbs of folds 
similar to those in the siliceous bands but whose apices have been 
sheared out.

Late Caledonoid folding, which refolds the schistosity of the 
recumbent folds in the Blair Atholl Series of the Cairnwell Synform,
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is isoclinal in style and so is responsible for the repetition of 
formations* It is accompanied by a ”bn line at ion, which consists 
of crumples on the planes of schistosity*

Folds on the N.W.-3 *E. axis are rarer in this region, but are 
also isoclinal; Fig* 21 is an example from the Sen Eagadh Schist, in 
which a new axial plane schistosity is developed. This new schistosity 
is of the strain slip type, and differs from the axial plane schistosity 
of the recumbent folds in that the new micas developed .do not cut across 
the earlier layers, of which the fold is formed* In other words the 
strain slip schistosity is not so strong as that produced by the 
recumbent folds. A nb” lineation, which takes the form of crumples on 
the planes of schistosity, and also mineral elongation is associated 
with the cross folds#

Fig. 22 shows that the competent Cairnwell Quartz ite on Ben 
Gulabin develops simple late folds on the N.E.-S .W. axis, but Fig* 23 
reveals that the hornblende schist farther south-east contains iso
clinal folds similar to those of the Blair Atholl Series. In places 
a new axial plane schistosity is developed at the apices of the folds.

The oross folds in the extension of the Cairnwell outcrops in 
Grlen Thaitneich and its tributaries are shown in Figs. 24 and 25. In 
Fig. 24 the folds in the Biair Atholl White Limestone are isoclinal 
in form, but do not develop a new strain slip schistosity parallel to 
their axial planes. The folds illustrated in Big. 25, however, are from 
the striped part of the Ben Eagach Schist, in which both siliceous and 
politic layers are present. Accordingly a new strain slip schistosity
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de-voloped in the politic layers, although the folds are more open than 
those in Fig, 24. The gentle oross folding found in the Cairnwell 
Quartzite of Creag Dallaig is exemplified by Fig, 26,

The •various types of folds found on Greag Lamhaich are shown in 
Figs# 27, 28, 29 and 50, Fig, 27 is an example of the early Caledonoid 
folds, which control the distribution of formations. It is isoclinal 
in form, and its axial plane schistosity, which cuts through, the 
politic banding at its apex, forms the regional schistosity. The fold 
is preserved in a siliceous band in the Ben Lawers Schist, but it 
can also be distinguished between the schistosity in the pelitic layers. 
Fig, 28 shows the later folds, also on the N,E,-S.W, axis, which refold 
the earlier schistosity. These folds are usually open in character, 
and do not form, a new strain slip schistosity. Figs. 29 and 50 illustrate 
the cross folding, which is present throughout the outcrop and is iso
clinal in character. Similar folds envisaged for the major structure 
would carry the south-east end of the Ben Lawers outcrop under the Ben 
Eagach Schist, because of the south-easterly plunge of the minor folds, 
o) The South-Western Folds

The outcrop of Killiecrankie Schist between Glen Thaitneich and 
Glen Lochsie contains the early Caledonoid recumbent folds, whose axial 
plane schistosity is the regional schistosity. Fig. 51 illustrates these 
in the Ben Lawers Schist adjacent to the Killiecrankie Schist. This 
example is typical of the early Caledonoid folds in the south-western 
part of the area, where the cross folds are dominant, so that the early 
folds consist of sheared out limbs, and apices which transgress the
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regional schistosity. The fold style at the south-eastern end of the 
Killiecrankie Schist on Creag a* Chaise is shown in Pig. S3. At this 
locality the isoclinal cross folds on the regional schistosity plunge 
to the south-east to carry the outcrop under the Ben Lawers Schist. 
Isolated siliceous lenticles are remnants of early Caledonoid folds 
within the schistosity. A strong mineral elongation represents the 
ffbM lineation of the cross folds. This lineation and the 'V* lineation 
of the late Caledonoid folds also take the form of crumples on the 
planes of schistosity. The Caledonoid lineation cuts the one running 
N.W.-SJS.

South-west of the Glas Tulaichean outcrop of Killiecrankie Schist, 
the Ben Lawers Schist in Glen Lochsie reveals well developed minor folding 
since limestone bands are intercalated with the calcareous schist. Pig. ®  
illustrates the recumbent Caledonoid folds which produce the regional, 
schistosity and cause disruptions within the layers. They were refolded 
on the same axis by open folds, whose axial planes are at a considerable 
angle to those of the recumbent folds. Fig. 34 is an example of the 
cross folding which is superimposed upon the earlier Caledonoid folds.
The cross folds are isoclinal and have developed a new strain 3lip 
schistosity in the pelitic layers between the planes of the regional 
schistosity.

The cross folds are the dominant minor structures south-west of 
Glen Lochs ie and are nearly always isoclinal, with their axial planes 
dipping to the north-east. In some parts of the area, however, the 
late Caledonoid folds are the more powerful. Such a part is the outcrop
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of Cairnwell Quartz ite which trends N.E.-S.S7. through Carn Tarmaohain. 
At the south-western end of the outcrop the late Caledonoid folds are 
isoclinal with their axial planes dipping towards the south-east, but 
farther north-east the folds became gentler aid open in form* The

t

major structure is of the same shape from the dips, as well as from 
the evidence of the minor structures*

Caledonoid folding also controls the trend of the Ben Lawers 
Schist on Sron Fearnaoh as shown by the outcrop of epidiorite found 
on that ridge. That the folding again is of open type is shown by 
the style of the folds in Fig. 35, and a new axial plane schistosity is 
developed in the politic layers at the crests of the folds. In some 
parts of the outcrop, however, the cross folding is dominant and is of 
the type shown in Fig. 36. The cross folds, which were formed on the 
regional schistosity, .consist of a long and a short limb. A new strain 
slip schistosity outs through the regional schistosity at the apices 
of the folds • In the localities where the cross folds are dominant the 
late Caledonoid folds take the form of simple undulations. This inter
play of the two directions of later folding shows how the formations 
can outcrop over wider areas than might be expected from the direct 
measurement of plunge in any area.

South-west of Glen Shee there is a wide outcrop of Ben lawers 
Schist before the Cairnwell rocks are again found. In this belt the 
minor folds on the N.W.-S.E. axis are characteristically isoclinal and 
are illustrated in Fig. 37. One limb is nearly always shorter than the 
other, and a new axial plane schistosity developed in the pelitic layers
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at the apioes of the folds is parallel or sub-parallel to the regional 
schistosity# Fig. 38 shows the simple undulatory nature of the late 
Caledonoid folds in the same outcrops*

In the Ben a* Cruaohain outcrop of Cairnwell Quartz ite the cross 
folding is of both isoclinal and open 'types • The surrounding Ben 
Lawers Schist contains recumbent Caledonoid folds picked out by lime
stone bands, which are common in the western part of the Ben Lawers 
outcrop. In the pelitic layers the axial plane schistosity of the 
recumbent folds forms the regional schistosity. The latter is refolded 
by isoclinal cross folds and gentle open Caledonoid folds, 
d) The Glen Feamach Synform

In this region the dominant minor structures, as would be expected 
from the trend of the formations, are the late cross folds and the 
associated lineation. Early Caledonoid folds, however, are picked 
out by limestone bazds within the Ben Lawers Schist, and their axial 
plane schistosity is that of the region. At the head of Glen Fearnach 
towards the apex of the synform the cross folds are even more numerous 
and obliterate nearly all other structures# Fig, 39 illustrates an 
isoclinal synform in the Ben Lawers Schist near the slide. It is 
similar in style to the Glen Feamach Synform# The "b" lineation of 
the cross folds consists of mineral elongation and strong crumples on 
the planes of the regional schistosity. Fig. 40 is typical of the gentle 
undulations which are the late folds on N#E.-S#W. axis in this region.
Age and Relations of the Folds

The early folds are Caledonoid in trend. Subsequent folding has 
caused the strike of their axial plunge to vary somewhat but it is
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usually between H.45°E. and N.60°E, Eteir axial plane schistosity
which forms the regional schistosity has been refolded by the later 
Caledonoid and cross folds. The former trend IT.N.E .-S .S .W. in the 
north-wastern part of the area but towards the south-west they swing 
to N.E.-S.W. Similarly the cross folds swing from W.N.W.-E .S J3. in 
the north-east to N.W.-S.E. in the south-west. When axial plans 
schistosity associated with the later folds has developed, it is usually 
parallel to the regional schistosity because the folds are isoclinal. 
Locally, however, the later folds are more open in character and then 
the new schistosity is oblique to the older. Thus in parts of the 
south-western region, where the early schistosity dips to the north- , 
east, the later schistosity also dips to the north-east, but is steeper 
than the earlier. The angle between the two is usually between 10° and 
15°.

The early folds may be correlated with the Caledonoid recumbent 
folds. Earlier folds on both Caledonoid.and cross fold axes are, however, 
found in the Plat Belt to the south. On the major scale King and Rast 
have postulated that the cross folds are accommodation structures which 
resulted from the confinement of the erogenic belt in the direction of 
the major b-axis. The minor cross folds in this area are later than 
the Caledonoid recumbent folds but earlier than the later Caledonoid 
folds. The latter, however, cannot be unfolded without partly unfolding 
the cross folds. Therefore the two later fold systems were in part 
contemporaneous • The cross folds must have originated somewhat earlier than 
the later Caledonoid since they have been refolded by the latter in some 
places.
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VI FflJLUB

There are two major faults which are found towards the south-west 
of the area in Glen Fearnach.

On the south-western side of the more important fault, the Glen 
Feamach Fault, a structurally ascending succession is seen from 
south-east to north-west, but is in fact descending stratigraphically. 
The lowest group on this side is the Pitlochry Schist, followed by 
the full succession up to the Killiecrankie Schist except that the 
Ben Eagach Schist has been eliminated by sliding. On the north
eastern side the succession ranges from the Ben Lui Schist to the 
Killiecrankie Schist; the Loch Tay Limestone has been cut out by a 
IT .E .-S.W. fault to the south of the present area.

There is a rapid change in strike from one side of the fault to 
the other; the dip on the south-western side being from 30° - 60° to 
the north-west, and bn the north-eastern 20° - 30° to the north-east.
On the north-eastern side, however, there are some variations in dip; 
where the Ben Lawers Schist swings to meet the fault near its centre, 
while at the north-western end the dip has swung from north-east to east.

That the fault is not primarily a tear fault, like so many of 
the large faults which trend N.E.-S.W. in the Southern Highlands, is 
shown by the fact that the boundaries of the various formations do not 
match if any one of them is placed alongside its fellow on the opposite 
side of the fault. There may, however, be some strike-slip. The 
north-western boundary of the Ben Lawers Schist, marked by the Southern 
Slide, shows a displacement of two-fifths of a mile while the southern
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boundary of the same formation is displaced by nearly two miles. The 
loch Tay Limestone is not seen on the north-eastern side of the fault 
but reappears farther south on the south-western side. lere it dips 
to the east-south-east at 25° so that the Pitlochry Schist between 
it and the main outcrop of the Loch Tay Limestone is part of the Plat 
Belt structure. At its north-western end the fault finally dies out 
in the Killiecrankie Schist outcrop in Glen Loch.

The structure is that of a normal fault with a moderate downthrow 
to the north-east to bring structurally higher rocks down against 
lower but younger ones. The amount of throw is difficult to estimate 
since the formations on either side of the fault dip in different 
directions. The downthrow must however be more than the apparent 
thickness of the Ben Lui Schist and Loch Tay Limestone since Ben Lawers 
Schist is downthrown to outcrop alongside Pitlochry Schist. The amount 
of throw may also be exaggerated by the north-easterly dip on the 
north-east side of the fault since the Loch Tay Limestone may be 
present just below the surface on a N*W.-^ J3. trend. The uncertainty 
is caused by the cross folding along Glen Fearnaoh; the fault itself 
may represent the last resolution of stresses along the N.W.-S *E • axis 
which was probably in existence along the glen from the beginning o f  

the orogeny.
Using the outcrop displacement of the south-eastern boundary of 

the Killiecrankie Schist on either side of the fault a maximum down
throw of 1,500 feet to the north-east is estimated but this may be 
exaggerated by the difference between the strikes on either side. The
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throw may be considerably less in other parts of the fault. The 
Glen Feamach Fault is partly responsible for the preservation of 
the Caimwell Synform to the north-east whereas the latter has been 
removed by erosion from other areas. The fault itself is not well 
exposed usually occupying the river bed or hollows in the hillside 
but its outcrop can be traced both by these features and the surrounding 
rocks. As the fault plane itself is seldom seen slickensides are 
rare but sometimes occur on neighbouring rocks. Those that do occur 
are predominantly vertical although some are oblique showing that a 
little horizontal movement has taken place.

Another minor fault branches off from the Glen Feamach Fault to 
run north-east through Ben a* Cruachain; it curves gently along its 
length to run almost due north so it may have formed as & result of 
the stresses imposed by the Glen Feamach Fault. It is also a normal 
fault downthrown to the west but the throw is of small amount and 
only slightly displaces the foimations. The outcrop displacement is 
greater at the southern end of the fault and so the throw appears to 
be greater but this is partly because the Ben Lawers Schist there 
dips to the north-north-east at 25° whereas the Cairnwell Quartzite on 
Ben a* Cruachain dips at 60® to the north-east. In fact the throw 
decreases from 150 feet to the west at the southern end to 50 feet at 
the Caimwell Quartzite outcrop on Ben a* Cruachain. Slickensides 
are vertical showing that the movement is that of a normal fault produced 
by tension after the compression, which was responsible for the folding, 
had ceased.
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HI, BISTORT OF MINERAL DEI/ELOF^^T

In the field the minor structures display early folds on the 
N,E,-S.W. axis, which developed a strong axial plane schistosity.
This in turn was refolded, not only along the N J5.-5 JT. axis but also
on the N.W.-SJS. axis. New local schistosities were also developed
by the later folds, All these structures can be recognised under the 
microscope.

The tectonic events are denoted as follows s- 
S ̂ Flow cleavage
&2 Axial plane schistosity, produced by folds which refold

Sg Strain slip schistosity, oblique to Sg

is taken as a cleavage rather than as bedding since fine micas 

have grown along it. Although bedding is usually taken as the flow 
cleavage is the earliest planar structure found in the schists of the 
present area. The folds which may have produced cannot be found sirce

they have been obscured by the complexity of the later structures. That 
earlier folds existed is evident from the Flat Belt, where the sequence 
of early folds has been preserved,

$2 is folded isoclinallyj the folds developed a strong axial plane

schistosity, Sg, which, in the field, is seen to be the regional

schistosity. It, in turn, is refolded by the crumples associated with Sg,

which are found on both N.E.-S.W. and N.W,-S.E, axes, in agreement with 
the later folds on these trends. Either direction may be dominant according 
to whether the area affected has been chiefly deformed by the late Caledonoid
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or by the cross folds. The development of minerals has been similar 
in each case. Therefore the latest strains lips have been termed Sg

although they lie on both. Caledonoid and cross fold directions.
Barrow (1893) classified the metamorphic rooks of the South-East 

Highlands by the incoming of successive minerals in the pelitic schists 
with rising temperature and pressure, lie placed the whole of the area 
in the Garnet gone.
The Hair Atholl Series
a) Schists

in the Dark Schist the flow cleavage, which represents S^, is

characterised by the growth of fine muscovite. This mineral was also 
formed during Sg but is coarser than that of S^. Sg also causes rotation

of garnets between the planes of schistosity; the inclusions, which show 
the rotation, are more frequent in the rims than in the centres of the 
crystals. In the Ben-y-Gloe Sync line 83, the late strain slips, cause

the muscovite to recrystallise. This process continues after Sg and 

there is also late re crystallisation of quartz and albite. In the 
Cairnwell Synform, however, Sg is very strong, with crumples which fo ld

several layers, which, are not only restricted to the micaceous ones. 
Muscovite formed before, during, and after Sg as well as during Sg. The 
muscovite flakes formed during Sg are cut by those formed during Sg.

Micas developed between the periods of movement cut the earlier micas 
haphazardly, but are themselves cut by the micas of the later schistosity. 
Clinochlore is later than Sg and quartz reorystallised after Sg, since
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the outlines of the quartz blur the minerals orientated by Sg* The

strain slips of Sg often contain iron ore. In the Ben-y-Gloe Sync line

biotite appears as a late mineral and is partly mimetic after muscovite. 
It also replaces the outer portions of some of the garnet porphyroblasts, 
whereas in the Cairnroell Synform biotite did not form at any stage. 
Magnetite is a late accessory throughout the outcrop.

The Banded Group in the area is almost always a micaceous quartz 
schist consisting of alternating quartzose and micaceous layers. In 
the quartz ose layers a folded flow cleavage, along which fine muscovite 
has grown, represents Sg is the axial plane schistosity which forms

the layering, and rotated the garnets, when these are present. Muscovite 
grew along it, but also formed after Sg, and during and after Sg*

Biotite and clinochlore grew after Sg and Sg, and the garnet was partly 

chloritised after Sg. Magnetite is a late mineral, as is albite when

present. Late minerals are idiamorphic against those formed earlier and 
magnetite forms cubic crystals rather than the laths developed during 
the formation of a schistosity. Both the albite and the quartz recrystal
lised after Sg. In some localities spots with post-tectonic sphaerocrysts

of chlorite are found. Ye ins with prochlorite, which are sometimes 
present, are much later in origin. lyrite was probably an original 
constituent of the rock, but may have been introduced from the later 
lamprophyre dykes.

A rock thought to be the matrix of the Schichallion Boulder Bed 
outcrops on Creag Leacach. It is dark grey in hard specimen with sheared
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out quartz lerrticles . The schistosity, along which biotite has grown, can 
be correlated with Sg 3n "the field* Hornblende, ilmenite, nTy3 zoisite

are later than Sg, since they cut the mica of Sg, The hornblende has

been partly replaced by chlorite, which also appears as a late mineral* 
Late calotte x© nob lasts show development of twinning, but afterwards 
re crystal lised •

Intermediate between the schists and limestones of the Blair Atholl 
Series are some schistose limestones in the Banded Group. Muscovite and 
biotite formed during both Sg and Sg. Quartz and calc it© re crystallised

post-tectonically, and the calcite does not show twin lamellae,
b) Limestones

The Dark Limestone consists of an equigranular mosaic of calcite 
which shows shape orientation with twin lamellae in the grains which have 
not been recrystallised. The orientation is parallel to the banding 
which probably corresponds with Sg in the schists. The c-axis of the

crystals, as shown by the use of a mica plate, is also parallel to the 
banding. Quartz zoisite are interstitial to the calcite, and magnetite 
is a late accessory, forming cubic crystals. Sg is not present as a

strain slip schistosity, bub the crumples which fona it appear as gentle 
flexures. In the Ben-y-Gloe Syncline biotite grew during the formation of 
the banding, arid there is little or no late re crystallisation. In the 
Glen Loch region, however, where the rocks were affected by the formation 
of the Glen Fearaach Synfora, a different sequence of events can be 
recognised. There was late post-tectonic re crystallisation of the calcit^ 
which partly replaced the zoisite, while the fine graphite contained in
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the zoisite recrystallised. Biotite is post-tectonic since it is idio- 
morphio against the other minerals • In the southerly outcrops of the 
Cairnwe 11 Synform there is little or no post-tectonic re crystallisation, 
but in the north re crystallisation has caused the obliteration of 
twinning in the calcite and disintegration of the muscovite formed 
during Sg.

The White Limestone is essentially similar to the Dark in ltd 
composition and met amorphic hostiry, and differs from it only in its 
lack of graphite. The striped variety, named "Tiger Rock" by Barrow 
(1905), is due to varying proportions of the minerals in different bands, 
which correspond with Sg in the schists. The darker bands consist of

calcite with a little interstitial quartz, whereas the lighter are 
almost entirely composed of quartz. The calcite shows shape orientation, 
and muscovite flakes formed along the banding. Crumples represent the 
folds associated with Sg, and both the quartz and calcite show late 

re crystallisation.
The Perthshire Quartzite Series 
a) Quartz ites

The Ben-y-Gloe Quartzite is a massive rock which is often felspathie 
and finely pebbly. Under the microscope it shows well orientated quartz 
and muscovite. The orientation of the quartz is given by its shape and 
the position of the "o" axis of the crystals as determined by the use of 
a mica plate. Alb ite and accessory magnetite are late minerals, since 
they form granoblastic crystals which do not follow any of the planar 
structures. The quartz has undergone syntectonic recrystallisation*
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The Cairawell Quartzite is sometimes a fine-grained, sometimes a 
pebbly quartzite. In the Cairnwell Synform the former type contains no 
relict sedimentary grains but farther south-west 5% - 30% of the grains 
are sedimentary in origin. The rest of the grains are usually fairly 
well orientated by shape and muscovite flakes grew parallel to Sg in the

schists from field observations. The amount of recrystallisation from 
north-east to south-west, and where it is strong, it has disorientated 
the quartz grains.

Killiecrankie Schist
The Killiecrankie Schist is a remarkably uniform garnet iferous 

quartz mica schist, except in the western part of the area where it is 
more quartz ose. There quartz bands are common in the nose of the (Hen 
Feamach Synform, while the Allt Glen Loch section is entirely quartzitic 
and was mapped as quartz ite by the Geological Survey. Otherwise there is 
only one mappable quartz ite band, which is found on the eastern spur 
of Gla* Tulaiohean.

The schist is characterised by a strong schistosity, which is Sg. 

This has obliterated nearly all traces of S^, which is followed by fine 

muscovite. Coarser muscovite grew during the formation of Sg, and garnet 

porphyroblasts were rotated between the planes of Sg. The cores of these

garnets are rich in inclusions, while the rims lack them. Magnetite 
formed during Sg, since laths of it have grown along the micas which

follow Sg. Biotite sometimes grew during Sg, forming an intergrowth

with the muscovite, but is more common during and after Sg, when new
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muscovite and epidote are associated with it; they out the earlier micas. 
Unrotated garnets developed during Sg hut were often ohloritised post-

tectonic ally, when clinochlore also grew after the late biotite. Horn
blende is an occasional late mineral, and late albite, which is found 
in the part of the outcrop following the Caledonoid trend, is zoned. 
Quartz, muscovite, and biotite show some post-tectonic re crystallisation, 
in which the crystals grew to blur the shapes of the grains formed during 
Sg and Sg.

Near the boundary slides the schistosity in the Killieorankie Schist 
is sharper, while the micas are coarser and show a lamellar inter growth 
of muscovite and biotite. There are late strain bands, oblique to the 
schistosity, which contain calcite. The quartz ite found near the slide 
at the head of Glen Fearaaoh shows strong syntectonie re crystallisation 
so that no sedimentary grains are left.
The Ben Eagaoh Schist

Between the Cairnwell Quartz ite and the Ben Eagach Schist on Ben 
Gulabin there is wide outcrop of transition rocks, which consist of 
alternating bands of quartz and mica. These bands were formed by a sharp 
schistosity, probably Sg, during the formation of which muscovite and

magnetite grew. Muscovite was also produced during Sg; all the muscovite

re crystallised post-teotonically. Biotite and chlorite both formed during 
the post tectonic period but the chlorite was somewhat later than the 
biotite, since chlorite sometimes replaces biotite.

The Ben Eagaoh Schist nea£ the Spittal of Glenshee is a soft, black, 
finely crystalline, mica-schist, which weathers rusty, owing to its content
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of pyrites* At this locality it is straight-cleaved and garnet-free* 
When, however, it is traced to the north-east, round the Cairnwell 
Quartzite, it becomes somewhat lighter because it contains a smaller 
proportion of graphite, while the planes of schistosity are puckered 
and small garnets are common*

In thin section the black variety from Glenshee reveals Sj, Sg,

and Sg3* Sgl is a strainslip similar to Sg but with a different 
inclination relative to Sg* The plunge of its crumples, however, 

remains coaxial with that of the crumples of Sg* Sj is represented by 

a flew cleavage along which muscovite has grown and which has been cut 
through by the schistosity, Sg* Muscovite has developed along Sg, and

also along Sg and Sgl* Both muscovite and quartz have been slightly

re crystallised but recrystallisation may have been somewhat inhibited 
by the high proportion of graphite present* Late magnetite is accessory* 

The dark schist found on the flanks of the Cairnwell Synform shows 
a well developed schistosity whieh is Sg* loth muscovite and biotite,

with accessory epidote, grew during its fomation and also during Sg*
Idiomorphic garnets have been rotated between the planes of Sg* Quartz,

muscovite, and biotite have all re crystallised pos t-tec tonioally • Late 
magnetite is accessory*

The Ben Eagach Schist of the south-western part of the area is 
essentially similar to that of the Cairnwell Synform but does not contain 
so much graphite as at the Glen Shee exposures* Although some rotated 
garnets are present other garnets are a later growth associated with Sg
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but have suffered post-tectonic chloritisation. Biotite is not found 
in the north-eastern part of the area but towards Glen Fearaaeh it has 
developed along Sg and has suffered post-tectonic re crystallisation 

along with the muscovite* Near the Ben Lawers Schist in Glen Fearnaoh 
post-tectonic hornblende is found in the Ben Eagach Schist* It in turn 
is replaced by chlorite*

Another peculiar rock is found along some parts of the junction 
of the Ben Lawers and Ben Eagach Schists in Glen Thaitneich* This is 
characterised by very large garnets which are associated with Sg* and

has been termed the "Big Garnet Bock" (see p* 16 ). The garnets have 
a higher proportion of inclusions, mostly quartz, than is usual but the 
matrix differs little from the normal black schist* The mica, however, 
has been entirely replaced by a greenish chlorite with the separation 
of much late magnetite*
The Ben Lawers Schist

The Ben Lawers Schist near the Cairnwell Synform shows as a flow 
dle&vage with muscovite and chlorite* These minerals also develop along 
Sg and Sg* Calcite is orientated along S£ by shape but disintegration

during Sg has destroyed twinning. Chlorite has re crystallised post-

tectonically to form fan shaped crystals inter grown with muscovite. Quartz 
and calcite also show strong post-tectonic recrystallisation. Late biotite 
is sometimes mimetic along the schistosity* Ilmenite has developed as an 
accessory along Sg while magnetite, sphene and epidote are late*

& little farther south-west the essential picture remains the same
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but biotite is more caramon and. has sometimes developed along Sg nrri Sg, 
Late hornblende xenoblasts are post-tectonic • Ilmenite has grown during 
Sg while epidote is late and is associated with orthite in Glen Lochsie*

In Glen Feamach the earlier events are similar to those described 
above, but are partly obscured by strong post-tectonic re crystallisation* 
This affects muscovite and biotite while calcite takes the form of 

xenoblasts without twinning* Hornblende and plagioclase are both post- 
tectonic* The latter shovrs zoning in dependence on muscovite inclusions; 
beside the latter there is a thin zone of albite while the main part of 
the crystal consists of andesine* At the head of Glen Feamach, however, 
the plagioclase has suffered extensive sericitisation*

The actinolitic facies of the Ben Lawers Schist is well developed 
only on Creag Laohaich. Here Sg contains chlorite which has been post-

tectonically re crystallised* The schistosity, however, has been largely 
obliterated by the late growth of actinolite poikilitie xenoblasts and 
garnet which has formed in the interstices between the actinolite * These 
garnets are riddled with quartz and magnetite inclusions which, however, 
are not rotated* Magnetite is also a common late aocessoiy in other 
parts of the rock* A little calcite is also of later growth*

The limestones in the Ben Lawers Group are essentially similar to 
those of the Blair Atholl Series* They are most common along Glen 
Feamach and their metamorphism corresponds to that of the schists in 
this area* Sg is shown by coarse calcite with good shape and lattice 
orientation, the latter being revealed by strong twinning* Muscovite 
included in the calcite is also parallel to the schistosity* It contains
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graphite, as does late alb ite* Interstitial quartz, magnetite, and 
tabular epidote are late accessories. Near the head of the glen the 
calcite grains vary greatly in size in the different planes of 
schistosity and large idiomorphic garnets without inclusions are of 
late growth.
The Epidiorites

The epidiorites in this area, when they have not suffered retro
gressive raetamorphism, can be placed in two main categories according 
to the presence or absence of garnet* According to Wiseman (1934) 
both types can be equated with the garnet zone of the semi-pelites*
Both types are chiefly composed of hornblende and plagioclase and can 
be further subdivided by the presence of biotite, epidote, or both 
these minerals*

The epidiorites may conveniently be considered, not on their 
mineral content, but on their structural position.
Epidiorites in the Ben Lawers Schist

The epidiorites in the Ben Lawers Schist usually lack garnet.
A specimen from the centre of a thick sill serves to illustrate the 
least metamorphosed epidiorites found in the area* It has been so 
little affected by later movements that it is more igneous than 
metamorphic in character. In hard specimen it shows no sign of the 
schistosity usually found to at least some degree in an epidiorite* A 
thin section reveals that it consists of an aphanitio groundmass of 
hornblende plagioclase crystals with a doleritic texture in which 
are set pseudcmorphs of chlorite after phenocrysts of augite. Epidote, 
magnetite and granular sphene are accessories while calcite is secondary.
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The texture serves to show that the rode has been preserved from most 
of the effects of regional metamorphism. by its presence in the centre 
of a thick sill.

The usual type of epidiorite reveals good grain orientation whioh 
may be equivalent to Sg in the schists. This orientation is formed

by the growth of large hornblende crystals and accessory epidote* 
Magnetite sometimes formed along the grain boundaries of the hornblende • 
Gentle crumples may represent the crumples associated with Sg in the

schists. Smaller hornblendes have grown along Sg. Late magnetite is

a common accessory and plagioclase has undergone post-teotonie re crystal
lisation, The plagioclase ranges from alb ite to andesine. When 
garnets are present they are usually ohloritised.

Hornblende schists found at the margins of the sills usually consist 
of streaks and lenticles of the epidiorite within the country rook. They 
contain the same structures as the surrounding schists. Farther out from 
the intrusions, the country rock contains hornblende crystals which have 
been Introduced from the epidiorites during metamorphism.
Epidiorites in the Killiecrankie Schist

The epidiorites in the Killiecrankie Schist follow the planes of 
the regional schistosity (Sg), and have been refolded by the folds 
associated with Sg. They are usually finer grained than those In the

Ben Lawers Schist and garnetiferous types are common. They show strong 
orientation of the hornblende crystals and sometimes biotite and epidote 
are similarly aligned. This orientation may represent Sg in the schists.

Garnets, both with and without inclusions, are present but have not
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■been rotated. The plagioclase has recrystallised post-tectonioally 
and is usually of the composition of aniesine. Late magnetite and 
sphene are accessories*
Retrogressive Mstamorphisa

A characteristic feature of those epidiorites in the garnet zone 
which have not suffered retrogressive metamorphism is the absence 
of muscovite* In retrogressive metamorphism, which is caused by late 
shearing, the hornblende, biotite, and garnet are converted into chlorite 
and calcite. At a later stage in the process white mica is also formed. 
There is an increase in the proportion of the alb ite molecule in the 
plagioclase but this alteration does not occur so readily as those in 
the ferramagnesian minerals.
Summary of Mineral Development

In the schists S^ is characterised by the growth of fine muscovite.

Sg rotates garnets when these are present, and muscovite and sometimes

biotite and chlorite have formed along it. Ihnenite and magnetite may 
be accessories associated with Sg. Muscovite, biotite, and chlorite

are also found along S3 , liotite and chlorite have often developed

after Sg; the chlorite is usually later than the biotite. In the Ben

Lawers Schist calcite was orientated by Sg but re crystallised during S3 .

Plagioclase porphyroblasts and hornblende are late minerals. Quartz, 
mica, and albite have usually suffered post-tectonic recrystallisation.

The limestones show good orientation of calcite during the formation 
of a banding which may be correlated with Sg. Later crumpling, however.
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has often caused recrystallisation*
Sedimentary grains are best preserved in the south-western out

crops of the Cairnwe 11 Quartz ite, where they may make up 25% of the 
rock* The remainder of the grains are usually fairly well orientated* 
Post tectonic re crystallisation is usually slight. The Cairnwell 
Quartz ite of the type area and the Ben-y-Grloe Quartz ite show good 
orientation with synteetonic recrystallisation* This orientation may 
correspond with Sg.

Synteetonic re crystallisation in all rock types is strongest 
along Glen Fearnach. Unrotated garnets are chiefly found in Glen 
Fearnach.

The epidiorites in the Ben Lawers Schist are characterised by 
the growth of hornblende along the schistosity, which probably 
corresponds with Sg, and plagioclase has re crystallised post-tectonically.

Those in the Killiecrankie Sehist have been intruded along Sg and

their minerals show orientation corresponding to Sg. Gametiferous

types are more common in the Killiecrankie Schist.
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T i l l  MAJOR INTRUSIONS

Two major intrusions are present in the area, the Cam Mor 
Granite or Porphyry and the Glen Shee Diorite. They are dissimilar 
in form as well as in composition although both probably belong to 
the same period of intrusion, that of the Younger Granites of 
Caledonian age* These are post-tectonic masses in which the mode 
of emplacement was intrusion rather than replacement as in the Older 
Granites which often take the form of gneisses.

1. The Cam Mor Porphyry
This rock is variable in texture in different parts of its 

outcrop. On Cam Mor itself it is a fine granite and has been coloured 
as such on Sheet 65 of the Geological Survey one-inch map of Scotland. 
A peculiarity of its outcrop, however, is the number of apophyses which 
extend from the main mass and these grade down in grain size to that 
of a quartz porphyry. The chief of these runs south-west across Glen 
Lochs ie and then turns through a right angle to the south-east to form 
the crest of the ridge between Glen Lochs ie and Glen Feamach. Its 
outcrop becomes narrower and its texture finer along this outcrop until 
it dies away on Lairig Chamach. The form of this apophysis is that 
of a dyke cutting the metasediments as is that of the tongue which is 
well exposed on Cam nan Sac and extends to the Allt a* Ghlinne Ihig 
and also of that on Creag aT Choire Dhirich.

The margins of the main outcrop, however, are not well enough 
exposed to reveal the nature of the contacts since the intrusion stands
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above the country rock like a wall on the higher parts of the hills 

and scree obscures the junctions. This attitude would seem to indicate 

that the intrusion takes the form of a sill of which the south-western 

tongue is the feeder dyke. Alternatively the tongue may have been 

fed from the sill the feeder of which is not exposed since it occurs 

below the sill. Another argument in favour of the intrusion being a 

sill is that there is no displacement of the host rocks which would 

be expected if an intrusion of this size emplaced from below. The 

main body of the intrusion is everywhere in contact with the Blair 

Atholl Series while the tongues cut through the underlying rocks to 

reach the Ben Lawers Schist in one place. A striking feature of this 

large intrusion is the aLight thermal effects it has produced on the 

surrounding schists which are only baked or indurated for a few feet. 

This supports the conclusion that the form of the intrusion is that of 
a sill.

Petrographically the porphyry on Carn Mor is composed of quartz, 
orthoclase and plagioclase with chloritised mica and magnetite as 

accessories. The quartz is cleared aid unaltered but is lobate in 

form indicating that it has been corroded by the felspar. The latter, 

on the other hand, has been largely altered; the orthoclase in particular 

has been affected. This alteration chiefly consists of sericitisation. 

The felspar which is more abundant than the quartz, occurs in large 

crystals, the orthoclase being euhedral and the subordinate plagioclase, 

some of which is well zoned, subhedral. The plagioclase is of the 

composition of oligoclase.
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The tongue reaching down to Glen Beag is similar in composition 

but different in texture. The rock found here is a porphyry formed 

of phenocrysts of altered felspar together with a few quartz grains 

set in a matrix of smaller crystals of the same minerals, the felspar 

being similarly altered and the quartz even less evident .than in the 
phenocrysts. The felspar of the phenocrysts is chiefly plagioclase 

about oligoclase. Occasional phenocrysts of chloritised biotite with 

granular sphene and secondary calcite appear while magnetite is 
accessory.

A  marginal variety from the Clais Mor is more acidic in com

position. Rounded phenocrysts of quartz are rare and most of the rock 

is composed of altered felspar laths which are chiefly orthoclase but 
there is some oligoclase • Chlorite forms after biotite and sericite 

is the commonest alteration product of the felspar. Magnetite is 

accessory and calcite secondary.
The dyke like part of the intrusion crossing the Lochs ie Burn 

shows the same type of quartz and felspar phenocrysts as those found 

in Glen Beag. The felspars in both the phenocrysts and the groundmass 

are so heavily sericitised that they are difficult to determine but 
both orthoclase and some plagioclase are present. Some large chlorites 

appear to be replacing biotite, and ilmenite is accessory.

2. The Glen Sbee Diorite
This intrusion occupies low ground to the east of Glen Shee which 

mainly lies outside the area of this thesis so that only its northern 

and eastern margins have been mapped, where it cuts the Ben Lawers Schist
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and the Duchray Sill Gneiss. To the north the diorite appears to 

pass under the country rocks forming the high ground of the Creag 

of Rinnavey but its eastern margin is probably vertical.

It has been described in detail by Williamson (1935) and the 

following is confirmatory of his findings. The diorite is poorly 

exposed over most of its area although its presence can be ascertained 

by the frequent occurrence of boulders. The two main areas of 

exposure to be described are near Dalhenzean and along the base of 

the Creag of Rinnavey. There are other marginal exposures further 

east but these have not been mapped •

The great mass of the rock is made up of what Williamson has 

termed the "Main Granodiorite ”. It is medium grained and pinkish 

in colour because of weathered felspar which together with grey quartz 

is the chief constituent of the rock. There are small patches of 

mafic minerals. In this section the felspar can be seen to be 

dominantly plagioclase which forms well zoned euhedral to subhedral 

crystals. It varies from oligoclase to acid andesine in composition 

and shows frequent sericitisation. Quartz and a little orthoclase 

are moulded on the plagioclase. Biotite is fairly abundant and is 

strongly pleochroic from yellow to dark brown. It also shows lamellar 

twinning and is sometimes altered to chlorite. Hornblende is a pale 

green variety and shows twinning. It is optically negative with an 

extinction angle of 22°, 3phene, magnetite and pyrite are accessory

and small euhedral crystals of apatite appear in places.
A more acid variety is found on Craigenloch Hill which is white
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In colour because of less altered plagioclase. It contains a smaller 
proportion of the ferromagnesium minerals and is slightly finer in 
gpain probably because it is marginal.

At Dalhenzean the marginal phase of the intrusion is somewhat 
more basic than the main body probably because it represents one of 
the early phases of intrusion. Its mineralogy is similar to that of 
the main granodiorite but the plagioclase is slightly more basic and 
the mafic minerals are more abundant.

Be low the Craig of Rinnavey a porphyrytic variety of the 
diorite forms the margin.. This is formed of large euhedral and 
subhedral felspar phenocrysts together with some smaller phenocrysts 
of quartz, biotite and scarce green hornblende. Plagioclase is 
dominant over orthoclase in the phenocrysts and consists of zoned 
andesine while the biotite and hornblende are chloritised. The pheno
crysts are set in a groundmass of granular plagioclase, quartz and 
orthoclase. Epidote, zircon, ilmenite, magnetite and pyrite are 
accessories. Sphene and futile are associated with the chlorite. 
Thermal Ifetamorphism caused by the Diorite 
a) Contact with the Ben Lawers Schist

The two crags on either side of Glen Shee, the Craig of Rinnavey 
on the east and Creag Bhinnein on the west which lie to the north of 
the dierite stand up like a wall above the lew-lying intrusion. This 
is due to hardening by the alteration of the Ben Lawers Schist so that 
the crags have resisted erosion more than is usual for this formation. 
The Ben Lawers Schist is a variable group which is reflected in the
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variety of its homfelses although individual beds cannot be followed 
into the aureole of the diorite* The hornfels oan be divided into 
broad groups a) pelitic and b) siliceous. The politic variety is 
a fine grained mixture of diops ide and andesine. From its habit 
sericite replaces both cordierite and silliemanite while andalusite 
is also found. Interspersed among the amphibole and plagioclase 
crystals are quartz, magnetite, biotite and apatite. A vein cutting 
this bomfels now almost entirely consists of chlorite but also 
contains small plagioclase and biotite crystals so probably once was 
dominantly micaceous. Magnetite is accessory in the vein.

The siliceous type consists of quartz and biotite together with 
some plagioclase. Strongly biotite rich layers in which the biotite 
is a strong reddish brown and iron rich as is common in thermal 
metamorphism are present. Patches of ehloritised biotite are found 
alongside fresh dark crystals of the mineral so the latter appears a 
second poat-chloritisation generation. Patches of politic material 
are found in the psammitie and vice versa.

On Creag Bhinnean the dominant rock type is a fine grained 
type which is poorly laminated. It is made up of porphyroblasts ©f 
bright green hornblende set in a quartzo-feIspathic matrix which has 
been somewhat altered. Sericite is also a constituent. Magnetite 
is a frequent accessory usually associated with the hornblende and 
chlorite replaces small garnets. A vague isoclinal folding has affected 
the hornblende crystals and the strain slip direction is followed by 
quartz veins. The greater width of the aureole here supports the view
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that the diorite underlies this crag and the Craig of Rinna*trey«
The epidiorites within the Ben Lawers Schist have also under

gone thermal metamorphism by the Glen Shee Diorite • They are 
essentially composed of green hornblende and plagioclase and a little 
biotite, mostly altered to chlorite, which is a "typical composition 
for an epidiorite* The hornblende, however, has been broken down into 
smaller crystals by the thermal metamorphism* Magnetite is abundant 
and sometimes appears as granular aggregates within the hornblende 
which is strongly pleoehroic* The plagioclase which is of the 
composition of andesine ranges in size from large crystals to small 
needles* It is ©loudly with alteration but shows zoning* Masses of 
chlorite and iron ore appear to be seeondary after garnets* Quartz 
and sphene are infrequent while small diopsidie pyroxenes appear in 
some specimens. Small flecks of pyrite which is a characteristic 
accessory mineral of the diorite are present* 
fc) Contact with the Duchray Bill (hie is s

Slivers of Duchray Hill Gneiss which have been thermally 
metamorphosed by the Glen Shee Diorite are caught up between it end 
the large patch of felsite to the north of the main intrusion* This 
outcrop was mapped as granite by the Survey but recognised by Williamson 
as felsite which is often altered* The largest of these slivers is 
found at the eastern end of the Craig of Rinnavey*

Betrographically the unaltered Duchray Hill Gneiss is an 
eligeelase muscovite biotite gneiss consisting of well banded quarts 
felspar layers altemating with micaceous ones* Plagioclase is the
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dominant constituent in the quartzo-feIspathic layers and forms 
large crystals of suhhedral er elongate shape* Its composition, is 
that of oligoelase while orthoclase is rare* The quartz is nearly 
as frequent as the oligoelase hut forms smaller grains, the larger 
of which often show extinction. The quartz crystals have inter
locking margins to both the felspar and ether quartz while the 
quartz and felspar boundaries are often followed by a yellowish 
brown limomitie film* Small flakes of biotite and serieite are 
enclosed by the quartz and felspar*

The micaceous layers are formed of biotite and six-sided 
Muscovites which the Survey thought proved that the reek was igneous 
in origin* Numerous garnets are present in forms ranging from 
euhedral to shimmer aggregates* Plates of tourmaline sometimes 
replace the micas. Epidote, apatite and ihnenite are accessory*

The micaceous layers represent the Ben Lui Schist host rock 
while the quartse-feIspathie layers are the later invasive portion* 
The latter follows both the bedding and the axial plane schistosity 
apd is therefore later than the recumbent folding*

Boundaries cannot be definitely drawn between the Gneiss and 
the Ben Lui Schist since the proportion of granitic material varies 
over the area but generally is greatest in the centre of the outcrop 
A tv? decreases outwards* Quartz itic intercalations are found in the 
gneiss but these contain a high proportion of oligoelase and have 
been affected by the formation of the gneiss*

In gneiss thermally metamorphosed by the Glen Shee Diorite
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the alteration produced is more apparent in the micaceous layers* In 
them the biotite crystals break down into a decussate network and 
assume a reddish brown tinge commonly found in the biotite of a 
hornfels. Muscovite appears to be subordinate to the biotite in 
these layers* Yellowish chlorite is associated with the biotite 
and also replaces the shimmer aggregates around garnets* Ikaenite 
and clinozoisite are accessory.

The quartzo-felspathic layers sometimes show re crystallisation 
into a finer grained mosaic* Pyrite is often introduced from the 
diorite of which it is a characteristic accessory mineral.

-'I'.,--?' E
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IX MBTOR INTRUSIONS

There are two chief groups of minor intrusions in the area, 
heth of irhieh are found ia all re gions • The more acid, mainly 
includes granitoid porphyry and felsite sheets which follow the 
schistosity and so help to illustrate the regional structure* The 
thicker and coarser members of this group are porphyries while 
the thinner are felsites as are some dykes which out the dykes 
of the lamprophyre group which is earlier and mere basic* The 
latter dykes were termed lamprophyres by the Survey although it 
was recognised that they are very variable in composition* larrow 
(1912) states that "In mode of occurrence and also to a great extent 
in composition they resemble the roeks for whieh Gambel proposed the 
term lamprophyre, and seeing that they must be grouped together for 
mapping purposes that seems the best name to apply to them”* Although 
in fact some true lamprophyre s are present, diorites, dole rites and 
porphyrites are more common* This wide range in composition caused 
the Survey to map some of the quarts porphyries as lamprophyres 
even when they are net typical lamprophyres and are sheet-like in form*

Porphyries
The group tern porphyry includes porphyries in which felspar 

in the chief mineral but also quarts porphyries in which there is as 
appreciable proportion of quarts in both phenocrysts and groundmass 
and felsites which are the finer grained equivalents of both types*

Quartz porphyries and porphyries are chiefly found i s  the
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northern part of the area while felsites predominate in the southern*
The true porphyries consist of large felspar phenocrysts together 

with some smaller ones of quartz set in a groundmass of quarts and 
felspar* The felspar is mere abundant than the quartz and varies in 
composition in different specimens from equal orthoclase and plagio- 
elase to dominant plagioclase which ranges from oligoelase to 
labradorite5 it is usually altered* The quarts phenocrysts are 
often corroded by the groundmass* There are some small chlorite 
phenocrysts which are usually after hornblende but sometimes after 
biotite* Chlorite is also present in the matrix and sphene, epidote, 
magnetite and apatite may be accessory while calcite is a common 
secondary mineral*

The quartz porphyries are similar in type but contain a higher 
proportion of quartz and orthoclase relative to the plagioclase* The 
latter ranges from albite to oligoelase and phenocrysts of perthite 
are also found*

The felsites are finer grained than the porphyries and are 
usually composed of a very fine grained matrix of quartz and felspar 
in which are set phenocrysts of quartz and felspar, together with 
some smaller ones of biotite, often being replaced by chlorite*
Although the felspar in both phenocrysts and matrix is altered it 
can be recognised as ehiefly orthoclase but dome albite or oligoelase 
is sometimes present* Magnetite sometimes forms small phenocrysts 
as well as being a common accessory, as are sphene and apatite*
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Contact Metamorphism caused by the Porphyries
The thermal effects of these intrusions ©n their host rooks 

is generally slight, being confined to baking a fair inches from the 
contact. In the Allt Aulich, however, there is a porphyritic diorite 
in the form of a dyke which has produced considerable effects on 
the country reck.

It cuts through Ben Eagach Schist and Cairnwell Quartz ite; 

the latter* however, has suffered little. The quarts in the schist 
likewise has been unaffected but the plagioclase and perthite 
associated with it show extensive sericitisation and reerystallisatien* 
The mica bands, however, are now completely broken down into sericite 
and the latter has been replaced by chlorite in parts* Magnetite 
and graphite as accessories are little affected.
Lemprophyres

They occur only as dykes but resemble the Glen Shee Diorite 
in composition and since they are earlier than the porphyries which 
cut them. If they are associated with the diorite while the porphyries 
are linked with granites like the Cam Mor Porphyry then the latter 
must be younger than the Glen Shee Diorite. The diorite and the 
lamprophyrea then probably represent an early intermediate phase of 
the Younger Granite intrusive period*

The dykes nearly always trend between tf«E*-8 .Br« and JT»lf*E *-S .8 *W. 
which indicates that there was tension acting at right angles to this 
direction after the stresses which had caused the folding had ceased. 

The lamprophyre dykes range in texture from moderately coarse
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grained t© fine grained and frcaa granular to pcrphyritie. Their 
width is seldom more than a few feet while hardly ever less than one 
foot* In hand specimen they are usually reddish in colour because 
of the presence of ferric oxide formed during weathering but are 
bluish-grey when fresh*

In the true lamprophyres both homblendic and biotitic types 
are common with these minerals forming small round patches on the 
surface of the rocks* Petrographieally the homblendic variety 
consists of phenocrysts of green hornblende which may vary from 
large crystals to souse which are little bigger than those of the 
matrix* 3hey are set in a quartz felspar matrix in which plagioolase 
near andesine is dominant but there is a little orthoclase* The 
phenocrysts show considerable corrosion by this matrix and large 
patches of chlorite and calsite may represent former hornblende crystals* 
Magnetite* granular sphene and epidote usually in the form of needles 
are accessories*

The bietitie lamprophyres are essentially similar to the hora- 
blendic ones except that biotite* which is often ehloritised* takes 
the place of hornblende* At the same time the groundmass is more 
acidic and orthoclase is more common than plagioclase which remains of 
andesine composition* Quartz is also store common than plagioolase but 
is subordinate to the latter in homblendic lamprophyres • The strongly 
eerroded and highly altered phenocrysts show that reaction with the 
matrix occurred* Magnetite is a common accessory while epidote 
is less frequent. Calcite and chlorite are secondary* The presence
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of mafic phenocrysts, which are not in equilibrium with the groundmass 
and. so hare reacted with it, is an essential feature of the lampre- 
phyres as classified by Rosehbusch after Gumbel.

Corresponding to these two -varieties are rooks which may be 
termed hornblende and mica porphyrites because they contain a smaller 
proportion of the ferromagpiesian minerals as mierophenocrysts • Quarts 
and felspar are also found as small phenocrysts and occur in the 
groundmass together with the appropriate mafic constituent* Reaction 
between the phenocrysts and the matrix is less intense than in the 
lamprophyres •

There is a further group of these dykes whioh may best be 
described as dolerites* They are chiefly composed of small equigranular 
felspar laths, the greater proportion of which are plagioclase* The 
composition of this mineral ranges from andesine to lahradorite* A  

little subhedral quartz occurs in the more acidic varieties* Jmongpt 
these grains are set some small phenocrysts of orthoclase and plagioclase, 
the latter appearing to be somewhat more acidic than the smaller laths 
of the matrix* There may also be present a few crystals of calcite, 
probably secondary, which contain rounded quarts inclusions* In the 
groundmass chlorite is common after hornblende and magnetite is a 
common accessory which occasionally forms large crystals*

Finer grained specimens show small felspar phenocrysts of lath
like shape in a fine matrix of felspar with a little quartz and 
chloritised mafic minerals. These felspar phenocrysts are approximately 
the same size as those found in the groundmass of the coarser types*
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Andes in© is the chief felspar in the phenoerysts while hornblende 
appears te be the dominant mafic mineral in the groundaas s • Magnetite 
is accessory and caleite secondary,
Contaet Metamorphism caused by the Lawprophyres

The thermal effeet of these dykes is generally slight but 
occasionally the country rocks sheer seme degree ef hcmfelsing.

4 k-t-'



X CONCLUSIONS

Bailey’s stratigraphical sequence is confirmed*
His mapping is modified in detail only in regard to the linking 

of various outcrops of Caimwell Quartz ite • The most important 
difference occurs at the head of Glen Fearnach, where the Ben Eagach 
Schist has been cut out by the Southern Slide, and does not swing 
round the nose of the Glen Fearnach Synform to join the quartz ite 
outcrop on the north-eastern side of the glen*

The basic structure of the area is thought to be formed by two 
Caledonoid recumbent folds, the Ben-y-Gloe Syncline and the Ben Lui 
Synclin© • The Ben-y-Gloe Fold outcrops in the north of the area, while 
the Ben Lui Syncline coders the rest* The latter was refolded by later 
folds an N.E.-S.W. and N.W*-SJE. axes which complicate the outcrops*

The relations between the various belts of the Perthshire Quartz ite 
are thought to be different from those envisaged by Bailey (1925).
The minor folds in Glen Mbr suggest that the Ben-y-Gloe Quartz ite forms 
a synform and not an antiform as held by Bailey. The Ben-y-Gloe Quartz ite 
would then pass to the Killiecr ankie Schist over the nose of an anticline, 
whose core is formed by the Blair Atholl Series outcropping between 
the two members of the Perthshire Quartz ite Series. The Killieerankie 
Schist and the underlying Blair Atholl Series form the lower limb of 
the Ben Lui Fold, of which the Ben Lowers Schist forms the core, except 
in the south of the area where the Ben Lui Schist is found* The Ben 
Eagach Schist was eliminated by sliding in the lower limb so that the
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Ben Lawers Schist of the core lies on the Killiecrankle Schist. A 
strip of Ben Eagach Schist is preserved in Glen Fearnach.

The Cairawell Synform is a later downfold on the NJ3*-S*ST* axis, 
in which the upper limb of the Ben Lui Fold is preserved. The Cairawell 
Quartz ite would link with the Ben-y-Gloe Quartz ite over the outcrop of 
the Kill iecr ankie Schist, so that the Ben-y-Gloe Syncline could be 
regarded as the extended nose of the Ben Lui Syncline. The axial plane 
of the Ben-y-Gloe Syncline, however, dips steeply to the south-east, 
whereas that of the Ben Lui Fold is essentially horizontal but has 
been modified by later folds*

The Ben Eagach Schist and Perthshire Quartz ite outcrops to the 
south-west of Glen Shee are the cores of downfolds of the Cairawell 
Belt on the N.W.-S.E. axis, while the Killieorankie Schist appears in 
the cores of antiforms. The Ben Lawers Schist forms the envelopes of 
the folds. The Glen Fearnach Synform is a similar downfold with south
easterly plunge; the Ben Lawers Schist forms the core and the Killie- 
crahkie the envelope. The axial plane of the Glen Fearnach Synform 
dips to the north-east.

Evidence for the three fold systems is given by the minor 
structures. Early Caledonoid folds with a strong axial plane schistosity 
were refolded on both the N.E.-S.7T. and the N .W • -S *E , axes. The later 
Caledonoid folds are later than the cross folds, since they refold the 
latter. The late Caledonoid folds, however, cannot be unfolded without 
partly unfolding the cross folds, so that both systems must be in part 
contemporaneous. Strain slip schistosities are sometimes associated
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with the later folds*
In the schists, mica has grown in sequence along the regional 

schistosity, the later strain slips, and also along planes earlier than, 
and cut by the regional schistosity* The micas, together with quarts 
and felspar, have undergone post-tectonic re crystallisation* Same of 
the garnets have been rotated between the planes of the regional 
schistosity, but others are later, and have not been rotated* The 
quartzites and limestones appear to show grain orientation by shape 
parallel to the regional schistosity*

Two sets of epidiorites are present in the area* Those in the Ben 
Lawers Schist were intruded before the formation of the regional 
schistosity, which cuts through them. The epidiorites in the Killie- 
orankie Schist, however, were emplaced along the schistosity and were 
refolded with it*

It is suggested that the Carn Mor Porphyry is a sill rather than 
a stock because of its field relations and petrography* Williamson*s 
work on the Glenshee Dior ite and its thermal metamorphism is confirmed* 

The lamprophyre suite of dykes contains other rook types as well 
as true lamprophyres• The quartz porphyry and felsite sills follow 
the regional schistosity*
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